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FIVE BAND GRAPHIC equililsan

Take your PC
into a new
dimension
...with an Ultra high quality digital sound samplér.
Just one of the excellent projects in NEXT MONTHS
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Here is the news...
What‘s going on in the technology world
A news view from all points of the compass.

Research World
Technical advances from around the globe.

Mission Control
In his first project, Dr. Pei An shows us how to build an 8 Bit,
8 Channel Data Logger that utilises the Centronic port on your PC.

Intercommunications
An intercom is the answer if you’re missing out on vital cups of
tea or important calls whilst hiding in your workshop. By Mark Price.

5 Band Graphic Equaliser
Clean up the sound track of your latest movie with this audio
project from Paul Stenning.

Signal to Noise
Another batch of correspondence from the post bag.

The Evolution of Audio

Amplifier Design Part 3
More transistor designs from the 50s, 60s and the 19705 by
John Linsley Hood.

At the Waters Edge
This is no ordinary water level detector, for it senses water that I
has no ions. A piece of sensitive detection by Edward Ban-Ow.

The Alchemist
The start of a moving coil preampliﬁer project from Mike Meechan.

The Eyes Have It
Douglas Clarkson takes a look at Ophthalmic Excimer Lasers.

At the Channel Hop
If you have those, can’t get enough of those, ampliﬁer channel
switching blues, Daniel Coggins has the low noise medicine.

Where innovative ideas turn into inventions.

5 7 At Your Service
The one stop shop for PCBs past and present.

Technoshop
More offers and exchanges in our monthly team-up with The
Technology Exchange.

Future View
Has the computer keyboard a future or will all operations be
made by voice command? John Mitchell explains.

unerate - you * .
, Slllllltl machine: a
he idea of using voice

commands to operate ; ., ..
machines or computers has
; 3 ; been around for many years now, .\
. it has only been within our grasp \

“

- technically in the last decade.

rather than to set fingers tapping o

-- “

that awkward thing called a Qwerty
keyboard. The new technology will]
clearly benefit those who cannot f0
‘

‘

variety of reasons, operate a .

' '

keyboard by hand.

‘

.

However, a more seemingly bizarre _ ~‘
‘
outcome to this voice responsive.
technology has already been

CRL (Central Research Laboratories

Manipulating optical

observed in trials and it is ”153- f

Ltd.). a subsidiary of THORN EMI.

information in real time is now

PBODIB have a tendency to ShOUt

located in Hayes. has launched the

a viable, low cost alternative to

highest resolution Ferroelectric Liquid
Crystal Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)
yet available. This is a 320 x 320
resolution device.

electronic processing for a
variety of operations. Examples
are comparing and recognising
images, beam steering in
communications systems. and

. abuse at machines if things don't 9: ‘
"
the way they should. A natural
tendency you may think. but shouijgﬁ
be? And further still, just as some”;

..

A new method of display

residents think that by shouting at on
' European cousins in English
3.
will make them understand our
_ if-gianguage, a parallel has been
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. .-~:'fObSBI'V6d With the voice-

programmable masking. These

are all made pessible using
high resolution spatial light

modulators.
SLMs are devices which act

? operated machine. I suppose it's

like high Speed demonic

.01" way Of establishing a '

transparencies taking images

dominance over a dumb machine.
'Would we even want the machine

,to utter a clever reply even it could?
There may be a market for voice
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modulate light beams. This
enables information to be
manipulated optically in two
dimensions.
In one major application, known as
correlation, a stored image is
compared optically with a real scene.
The system indicates if the stored image

masks of the second type can also be
replaced by a n SLM. In this case the
SLM acts as an electronically

stored images of signs. The driver can
then be given a warning as appropriate;

‘prograrmnable mask’, allowing fast and

for instance, if the vehicle is

to be made.
The CRL SLMs can also be used to
manipulate the phase of the light beam

approaching a bend too quickly. The

new CRL SLM offers the ability to

frequent changing of the marking code

perform these comparisons optically at

passing through them. This means that

much higher speeds and lower costs than

the SLM can produce ‘real-time'

can be achieved electronically. This

holograms. These holograms can be

technique can already be used in quality
inspection on production lines.
A second application is for product
marking. Laser marking systems (used

optical ﬁbres, correct telescopic images,
or replicate images accurately, all under

for example, for writing “Best Before”

dates onto food products and batch
codes onto pharmaceutical products)
work either by mechanically scanning a

used to steer beams of light between

gen A4 printer comes complete

_ onths on--site warranty for £1395.
' new 300dpi resolution printer
_- represents a major cost
reduc‘ﬁon compared to other printers on
the market. It makes colour thermal
transfer printing more affordable and

performance. Features include a rugged -.
.cast alloy chassis compared to
alternatives on the market which use
fragile plastic designs.
The SuperPrint Windows driver
software provides high quality

which can rapidly scan

also provided to improve graphics
imaging and to increase colour

The control unit
interfaces to a PC
compatible host

capabilities.9

these holograms are programmable
clearly gives advantages over ﬁxed
holographic elements made by
traditional chemical methods of
production.

8-bit expansion card,
and is supplied with

Mitsubishi has announced the
introduction of its new, cost effective

The rugged printer is quality
I designed and built for quality

through images stored
in the device memory.

direct software control. The fact that

computer via a custom

beam through a metal stencil to deﬁne
the marking pattern. The use of an SLM
within a laser marking system can

automatic, 100 sheet cassette and using

special size A4 media, the printer
provides full A4 imaging.

PostScript comparable printing and
comes with 34 fonts plus the capability
of speed printing on host PC fonts
including Adobe, BitStream,
Compugraphic and TrueType. The
intelligent software even allows
typefaces from different companies to be
mixed and matched.
The package provides true
WYSIWYG screen fonts and outputs.
via a software RIP imaging technology,
complex graphics and bitmaps as well as
virtually any font on the PC system.
Dither'mg and ﬁne tuning facilities are

The 2DX320 SLM
is supplied as a
development unit with
a compact optical head,
and a control unit

laser beam to form the required pattern,
or by passing a larger diameter laser

6370—8 produces high quality, A4
colour prints in 605 and is capable of up
to 256,000 colours. Outputs can be-on
paper or transparency from an

Microsoft Windows 3.1
compatible software.
The control unit
contains an embedded
80386 processor. so the system can also
operate in a stand alone mode. The SLM
may be conﬁgured to match a
Customer’s specific requirementﬂ

provides a high quality, low cost total
printing solution for the Windows
environment at a cost of a low priced ink
jet printer. Costfcopy is around 50 pence
for colour A4 paper prints and around
£1.20 for overhead transparencies.
Notably the new package provides

the added advantage of higher
throughput, much faster output and
superior quality print, with better
saturated colours, a t a far lower costl'

cepy compared
to ink jet printers. especially when
producing OHP transparencies with

APRIL 1994

type of system. This will have an impact
on the maintenance costs of systems by
removing complex moving parts. The
ﬁxed or mechanically changed metal

colour backgrounds.
Features include one colour plane
memory for maximum performance. The

0

eliminate the need for mechanical

scanning of the laser beam in the first

ELECTRONICS in ACTION

is present in the scene, and if so where it
is. CRL is working in collaboration with
a group including a car manufacturer to
apply this comparing technique in road
vehicles, principally to enhance road
safety.
In this case, road signs will be
recognised by comparing those seen
through the windscreen with a library of

Hand-held

digital IO tester
Polar Instruments has introduced a
portable IC tester capable of functionally
testing the vast majority of logic devices in
general purpose use, as well as numerous

common memory devices. Designated
the Polar D320, the tester costs £180 and
comes in a hand-held package weighing
285g. powered by 3 9V PP3 cell.
A comprehensive built-in library of
over 350 popular standard devices allows

BemoteControl
CarA larm

insertion force) socket. Using the

A simple, portable car alarm, suitable
for any car or van is now available
from Maplin. The unit takes power
from the cigarette lighter socket via a
coiled lead. It also contains its own
back-up battery which will keep
sounding the built-in alarm siren if it is—
disconnected. A green LED indicates
battery state, while a red LED shows
that the main supply is present and
doubles as an armed state indicator.

tester’s six control keys and oneline LCD, the user can select a

The unit is armed and disarmed by
a remote keyring transmitter, using a

105 are tested out of circuit, by

placing them in a ZIP (zero

standard test by scrolling through
the library, or switch the instrument

into search mode. Although the
primary application of D320 is in
equipment service, in the ﬁeld or at

UHF radio link instead of the infrared method. The transmitted code is
unique, and a processor in the main
unit interprets the code upon arming,

repair depots, most electronics

and then expects to receive the same
code for disarming, so another

companies will ﬁnd the instrument a
useful aid in both manufacturing test
and goods-in inspection environments.

£39.95 (to inc]. vat)

keyring transmitter, even of the same
type, cannot disarm it. The price is

st

test engineers to test suspect digital ICs.
D320 tests digital components with
up to 20 pins, and has a built-in library
of truth table tests for 74;!74LS:r
74HC 'I'I'L and 4000 series CMOS
logic. plus checks for 41/44- series
dynamic RAMs. If the component
being tested does not have markings,
or has a manufacturer‘s coding, the
D320 can be switched to search and
compare its logic function against
the library to identify the generic type.

Remote

control on
information

superhighway
Echelon Corporation and Oracle
Corporation demonstrated how their
technologies will use the information

superhighway to support the home
automation and energy management
market.
By connecting millions of homes and
businesses to the superhighway. utility
companies like gas and electricity, can
reduce the need for new power plants by
offering their customers simple and
unintrusive ways to reduce their energy
bills.
In the demonstration, Oracle’s Media
Server software sent billing, energy
usage, peak load and pricing data from
the local utility to homes and
businesses. Echelon’s Lonworks control
network technology acted upon the
information to control thermostats,
water heaters, dryers, dishwashers and
other energy consuming appliances. The
two—way communication link between
utilities and their customers
demonstrated today is expected to
accelerate the implementation of DSM
programs by the utility companies
worldwide.
With high capacity data networks
now beginning to reach residential
neighbourhoods, Oracle’s Media Server
could provide homeowners with
countless services," said Larry Ellison,

President and CEO of Oracle Corp, the
world’s largest information management
software company.
“The Media Server isn’t Jules Verne
science ﬁction. Oracle’s technical
expertise and creative implementation
have produced a product that can be a
catalyst in implementing the data
superhighway. When combined with
LONWORKS technology, Oracle’s
Media Server gives utilities what they
need to provide energy efﬁciency and
savings to millions of homes and
ofﬁces around the world,” said M.
Kenneth Oshman, President and CEO
of Echelon. The delivery of voice, data
and video services will have a major
impact on the home automation market
as well. As utilities provide real-time
pricing data over the highway and
begin billing customers based on timeof-use, customers and industry will
seek ways to reduce their energy bills.

Utilities, in turn, will provide new tools
and services for customers by installing
energy management systems.

Consumers, for example, will set energy
rates and program energy consuming
devices, such as water heaters, clothes
dryers, dishwashers to operate when
rates are low. Then consumers will add
control of lighting, security, sprinklers

and other components to make a
complete home automation system.
LONWORKS technology was-

'

introduced by Echelon in December
1990. Today, Echelon Corporation
provides over 700 customers with a full

range of hardware and software
products to support development,
installation, and management of control

networks. It is a privately-held
company headquartered in Palo Alto,
California with subsidiaries in London,
Paris, Munich and Tokyo.

Technical Advances from around the Globe

Magneto optical
recording material
ippon Steel Corp. has developed,
with the support of Science &

Technical Research Laboratories, a
magneto-optical recording material
capable of raising current memory

capacity by about ten times. The
material is a garnet-based one that can
be formed as a film on a substrate. It
responds to a green light source with a
shorter wavelength and is thus suitable
for larger-capacity recording and
reproduction.
The technical breakthrough has been
achieved by controlling the noise
resulting from the large diameter of
component particles of recording
material.
For raising the recording capacity of
M0 discs it is believed appropriate to
utilize a light source with a shorter
wavelength such as green for recording
and playing back. The new material can
respond speciﬁcally to a green semiconductor laser beam for reproduction.
The Japanese steel maker has
succeeded in forming a uniform film of

the new material on a 130mm-disc
substrate and recording the reproducing
data in far larger amounts. Combined
with the new material, the new recording
method and the optical parts still to be

improved, the 130mm M0 disc will have
a memory capacity of 3 gigabites - ten

times that of conventional M0 discs.

Pulse-driven vibrator
T oshiba Corp. engineers have
improved a conventional ultrasonic
LCD cleaning unit by use of a pulsedwave power supply. The unit is a slitshower type cleaner that combines a
ﬂow of ultrapure water with ultrasonic
vibration at 1.4MHz.
It is expected that the cleaning unit
will decrease the number of ﬁnal defects
by nearly 20%.
In such cleaning systems, sonic

pressure - and therefore washing

capability - increases as power increases.
A conventional power supply produces a
continuous wave that vibrators cannot
stand up to very long at peak power. By
using a pulsed-wave supply, peak power

can be doubled without raising either
power consumption or the load on the
vibrators.

Substrates with 70 particles per
square centimetre were cleaned with the
new system, leaving an average of 0.7

particlesr'cmz; the conventional unit left
an average of seven.
Cleaning an LCD substrate
measuring 400 x 500mm takes 45
seconds - about one-ﬁfth the time
required by previous cleaning methods.
The same principles can be applied to ,
semiconductor manufacturing, especially
to replace the brushing and washing
stage before photoresist coating.

n fact don’t leave home to get it either... Just subscribe and wait for it to leap
through your Ietterbox (post free') once a month. 66 pages of top projects, Indepth articles and all the latest news, views and happenings from the science _
technology and electronics world. To make sure you make the best use of your
armchair (or your project building workshop) just fill in the coupon and send it to
us with either £27 if you live in the UK or £42 if you live overseas.
TRONI(S
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5. The Centronioport bran IBM-PC,
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'P' . Printer

which are directed from the printer to
the computer and is controlled by an
input port of the CPU. It is used by the

Inside the computer, data sent to or

computer to obtain the current status of
the printer. The BUSY line is inverted
before entering the CPU. The rest 4 lines
are not inverted.
Each I/O port of the CPU has an I/O
address. For different Centronic ports
such as LPT1 and LPT2, these addresses

are different. The following table shows
the I/O addresses for LPT1 and LPTZ of
PC computers:

received from the 110 ports are 8-bit.
The bit functions of these ports are
shown in table 3.
There are two methods of controlling
the Centronic port. The ﬁrst one is to
use the printer commands in computer
languages, for example, ‘PRINT’ in

BASIC and ‘WRITELN(LST)’ in Turbo
Pascal. The other one is to use direct L’O
port access commands to control the
three ports individually. Let us take an
example of controlling the LPT1 port.

For this port, the address of the data,

control and status ports are 888, 890 and
889 decimal, respectively. To send data
to the data and control group lines, the
following commands can he used:
OUT 888, x
OUT 890, X

(in BASIC)

and
PORT[888] := X
POFtT[890] := X

(in Turbo Pascal)

Contronlc port

Data port

Control port

Status port

In which X is the decimal value of
the binary bit pattern. To read data from
the status group, the following
commands can be used:

PCr’XT printer adaptor,

378H 8880

37AH 8900

379H 8890

Y = INP[889]

PC/AT, LPT1
PCIAT, LPT2'
.
H = Hex, D = DOCImal

378H 8880
278H 6320

37AH 8900
27AH 634D

379H 8890
279H 6330

v ;= POFlT[889] (in Turbo Pascal)
The value Y is the decimal value of

(in BASIC)

the input binary bit pattern present at the

Table 2 HO Addresses of the Centronlc port

“an“ 3’0“? lines” It 51‘0“” be “me"

that when writing data to the

Bit

Name

Functions

data port bit 0-7

030 - oer

Functions data from bit 0 to bit 7

amisﬁggmdﬁ ”:1“: ‘0

LOW=normai; HIGH=Output at data
LOW=normai; HiGH=auto line feed after

When mmngtgat; m “‘8
$222332“ “$01381: to

cfm‘ml gmup’ the 4 “ftp“
0

control port

bit 0
bit 1

emcee
-LFicn

bit 2
bit 3

-IN|TIALIZE
SLIN

bit 4

LOW=initialize printer; HIGH=normal
LOW=deseiect printer; HIGH=SeIect printer

.

can

an

7 of the 5:239 decimal
Also 5015;“ in the '

LOW=printer interrupt disabled; HIGH=enabled

control and status groups are

bit 5'7

Unused

inverted. A bit modiﬁcation

Status port

Functions

has to be made for the data

‘° be “"3“? ”ft; f

bit 0-2

UNUSED

Unused

bit 3
bit 4
bit 5
bit 6

-ERROR
SLCT
PE
-ACK

bit 7

LOW=printer error; HiGH=no error
LOW=printer not on-Iine; HIGH=printer on-line
LOW=printer has paper: HIGH=out of paper
LOW=printer acknowledges data sent; HIGH=normaI

eusv

LOW=printer busy;

[ghmuf :1“ :1 race", rem
essoafa: i: gave discussed
the fundamentals of the
Cenmmic pm As a

“mm m I'm consists

Table 3 Bit functions at the inputloutput ports of the Contronlc port
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CPU 110 ports, two of which are output
and one of which input. The ﬁrst port
has 8 output lines, the second has 4 and

eases
SLCT
PE
AGK

BUSY

Statusn
(PmtertoCon-npum

four units, namely, the input analogue

channel switching unit. AID conversion
unit, interfacing unit and power regulating
unit. The complete circuit diagram of the
system is shown in Figure 5.
The analogue switching unit
incorporates a 4051 analogue switch
(IC3) which is a low cost 8-to-1 COMS

analogue switch. 8 analogue input lines
from channels 0 to 7 are connected to
pins 13, 14, 15, 12, l , 5, 2, 4 ofthe 1C3.
One of these inputs will be switched to
the output (pin 3) by putting an address
at pins 11 (bit 0), 10(bit 1) and 9(bit 2),

serr oUTPUT

w".

iCU‘NEEC'TED TD ETA“ m

DATA

DATA a BUSY
oW
one°"‘

a ANALOGUEi

ANALOG”E

INPUT CHANNELS

:

B-bitND

., __

convgmr

BUSY

Interfacing

3-BIT tNPUT

unit

"'1“

INPUT

(GWEN) To DATA PORT)

CONVERT

-

ADDRESS

serr ADDRESS

2-err lNPUT

teenager.TOCONTHDLPOH'I')

LINES

Input

‘

analogue channel
switching
unit
1
5V

Power

5V

regulating
unit '

9v - 12v (DC)

which is supplied by the data group lines
of the Centronic port via buffers. The

voltages to be measured are connected
directly to the terminal blocks (15) on

the data logger (see Figure 5).
The AID conversion unit uses a
ZN448 AID converter IC (1C1).
manufactured by Ferranti, which is an 8-

indicating that the conversion is
completed. The -RD input (pin 2) is the

has to be chosen according to the
manufacture’s data sheet. A negative

data enable line which is taken low to
enable the data on the output lines (pins
18 to 11) which otherwise are in
impedance state. Refer to the circuit

power supply ranging from -3V to -30V
should be supplied to pin 5 (-V) via a

diagram (Figure 5), the CONVERT
output (pin 4) is connected to the control

group lines of the Centronic port via a
buffer. To start a conversion. the
computer will send a high-to—low—thenhigh signal to the -CONVERT line, then

bit successive approximation analogue

to digital converter with a guaranteed
accuracy of 0.5 LSB and minimum
conversion time of 9us. A clock
generator and a bandgap voltage
reference are included on the chip. The
pin-out of the ZN448 is shown in Figure

it reads the —BUSY output line and

check whether it goes to high. When
high state is detected, the PC reads data
'
from the AID converter. A clock
capacitor (C2) of a value of 100p is
connected across pin 3 and the ground

6(a). When the -CONVERT input (pin

4) receives a low-going signal, the AID
converter is triggered to start AID
conversion and the BUSY output (pin 1)
becomes low. The -BUSY output will go

3
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voltage is generated by a diode pump
circuit driven from the -B USY
output. The principle is that whilst
the -BUSY output is high capacitor
an vco
C3 is charged to about 4 - 4.5
volts. During a conversion, the
19. 26
BUSY output goes low and the
in wt
upper end of C3 is also pulled low.
The low end of C3 therefore
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Tell resistor (K9)

voltages:
In the present circuit. the negative

clock generator to operate at about
800K112. For other clock frequencies C2

13

I:

VoltsgeW)

Table 4 Required resistance
values at the tall resistor

(pin 10) which enables the on-board

high at the end of the conversion

soar

tail resistor R3, the value of which has

to be chosen according to the input
voltages. Table 4 shows the required
resistance value in relation for various

Q

— 11

(b) Pin-.out oi 74LS241

2A1

applies about -4V to R3. The time

constant of R3 and C3 is chosen
according to the clock frequency
so that the drop of capacitor
voltage is not signiﬁcant during a
conversion. Pin 8 of the IC is the
output of the 2.55V on-board
reference V“a“. To use this
reference, a resistor R1 and a
decoupling capacitor C1 are
required and VMm (pin 8) is
connected to V ,6,in (pin 7). The
input voltage to be measured,
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which should be between 0 to +2.55V, is

the line low and then high. we can read

fed to Vin (pin 6) via a resistor R2. A

4 bits connected to the left hand buffers
and the other 4 bits connected to the

2.55V input voltage will produce a byte of 255 decimal (FF Hex) at the data lines

right hand buffers in turns. Operating in

of the‘A/D converterrllzhedeeimal

such a manner, the 8—bit data from the

values for other input voltages are

ND converter can be read into the
computer(see Figure 5)
The power regulating unit
incorporates a 7805 5V voltage regulator
for supplying 5V DC to the circuit. A 912V DC external power supply is
required.

calculated using the following equation:
DoelmatValue =

Inputvolhge
2.551355

The interfacing unit consists of two
chips, 3 741.8365 IC (104) and 74LSZ41
IC (1C2), and a 36—pin female

Centronix-type connector. 74L5365 is a
Hex buffer [C which is used to buffer
the output lines from the Centronic port.
Since the port only have 5 input lines
and one of them has already been used

for monitoring the -BUSY output of the
ZN448, only 4 lines are left for reading
the data. To read an 8-bit byte, the

74L3241 lC, the 3 state cctal buffer, is
used. The pin-out of the T4LSZ41 is
. showing in Figure 603). We can see that
when pin 1 (the lst enable input) is .
taken low, the 4 left hand side buffers
works (i.e. the outputs will follow the
status of the inputs). When pin 19 (the
2nd enable input) goes high the 4 right
hand side buffers will work. If pin 1 and
pin 19 are connected together to form a
Data Selection Line (DSL), by putting

Programming
The control program of the data logging
system is written in Turbo Pascal 6. The
ﬂow chart of the program is shown in
Figure 7. The program is based on the
LPTl port. Firstly, an initialization
procedure is performed which sets the CONVERT input high. Secondly, a 3-bit
address is sent to the data logger to

select an analogue channel. It is
followed by sending a short high-to-lcwthen-high pulse to the -CONVERT
input. After this the computer starts to

read the -BUSY output line continuously
until the line becomes high.
Then the computer sets the

Data Selection Line high and
reads the 4 high bits from the
converter. Next the Data

: Cut from here

; It necessary

»e-~.,..m~~~euv«

A
[

IBM P C COMPATIABLE

R E F V: 2.55 V

LOW V O L T A G E ”

8 C H , 8 BIT AID

Innovative

CLK. FREQ: 800 KHz

CHANNEL
DISPLAY

1 2 3 4 5 5 7 6

'0 b)

TLFlMINAL SOCKET

interfacing

IBM
LED

CENTRONI'C
8 CHAN 8 BIT AID
DATA LOGGER

VERSION III 119‘

7-12v POWER SUPPLY .
Selection Line is taken low and the

square wave. A logic probe can also be

computer reads the 4 low bits. The two

used for doing thisfl‘o connect the data

readings are then rearranged and
combined to form a single 8-bit byte
which is the byte appeared on the data
lines of the AID converter.
The complete program list is shown

logger to the computer, ﬁrst of all,
switch off the computer and the data

on the right. Readers can either type the

does not boot u p properly turn off the

program into the computer or contact the
author for the software written on ﬂoppy
disks. It is noted that the messages in { }
are the explanations and can be omitted
when inputting them into the computer.

computer, unplug the device and check
the board again. If every thing is okay,
you can now run the driver program. If

Construction
This data logger is constructed on a
single-sided printed circuit board. The
full size foil pattern and component
layout are shown in Figure 8 and 9. The
PCB is available from the BIA PCB
service on page 57.
Components may be mounted on the

board in the following order: links,
resistors, diodes, DIL IC sockets,

capacitors, electrolytic capacitors, PCB
connectors, voltage regulators,
Centronix female connector and ﬁnally

the l. It is suggested that the DlL IC
sockets are used for [CI and 1C3. IC2 and
1C4 can be soldered on the board directly.

Testing
After soldering, check all the joints and
connections to make sure there are no

shorts due to excess solder.
Only when you make sure that the
board is properly constructed, can you
connect the power supply to the data

logger! An oscilloscope can be used to
check the waveform at pin 3 (CLOCK)

of the ZN448. It should be a 800KHz

logger. then connect the data logger to
the printer lead. Next switch on the data
logger and the computer. If the computer

the whole system is working properly,
the voltages at the analogue inputs
should be printed on the computer
screen. To test an input channel, connect

an 1.5V battery to one of the inputs (Be
careful of the polarity!) and use a
voltmeter to measure the voltage, that
voltage value should appear on the

corresponding channel on the screen. A
variable voltage generator can also be
used to check the system. A simple
voltage generator using only two 1.5V

.

batteries, 3 potentiometer and a
voltmeter can be constructed easily. The
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 5.

Application Note
There are various applications for this

data acquisition system. With some
simple transducers, it can be used to
measure various quantities such as
temperature and pressure, etc. There are

many dedicated books and papers on the
measurement techniques. Readers are
encouraged to read some books and
explore the possibilities of using the data
logging system for various applications.

The author would be delighted to hear
any suggestions and ideas on this project.
A copy of the program for the data

logger is available from the author at a
cost of £3-50. including postage and
packing. Please send cheques payable to
Dr. P An and send them to the EIA
ofﬁce.

is! of the control program
Program C e n t r o n i c A 0 C o n v e r t e r :
{ T h i s program i s w r i t t e n t o d r i v e t h e IBM- PC B-11ne B- b 1 t d a t a 1 o g g e r . The fo11ow program_ 13- based on LPT] C e n t r o n i c p o r t }
{ T h i s program i s w r i t t e n i n Turbo Peace} 6 . The b a s i c v e r s i o n o f t h e program i s avai1ab1e f r o m t h e a u t h o r }

{author:
uses

P. An

1/1f94}

.

crt:

var
byte1.byte2.truebyte
bitweight;bit

.

'

:byte:
: a r r a y E1..81 o f b y t e :

1.j.CN

:integer;

v
{byte} - 4 high b i t s ,

:rea1:
b y t e 2 - 4 Tow b i t s . '

{

.
t r u e b y t e - 8 b i t b y t e f r o m t h e AID c o n v e r t e r }

CN — channe1 number.

V

=Uo1tage i n vo1ts}

Procedure i n i t i a 1 ‘ o i t :

{ I n i t i a 1 i z e binary bitweight and b i t }
begin

._
f o r 1:-1 t o 8 do beg1n b 1 t w e 1 9 h t f 1 3 3 3 1 ; b 1 t [ i } : - 0 ; e n d ;
f o r J:=1 t o 8 do b e g i n
f o r i : — 1 t o 1—1 do b 1 t w e i g h t [ j ] : = b i t u e i g h t [ J J * 2

end:{of 1n1tiaT_b1t}
Procedure 1n1t1a1izat1on:
{ i n i t i a 1 i z e t h e d a t a 1 o g g i n g system}
beg1n
port[8881:=0;
{Address-0}:

port[8901:=0:
end:[of 1n1tia1ization}

{CDNVERT=1. DSL=1}:

Function vo1tage(channe1‘number.average_number:integer):rea1:
{ L o g g i n g d a t a f r o m a s p e c 1 f i e d channel and a v e r a g i n g t h e v a l u e
channe1_number: channe1s f r o m 0 t o F
average_number: number t o average t h e measureq v o 1 t a g e }

var

sum:rea1;

11:1nteger:

begin

{ o u t p u t t h e s e l e c t e d channe1 address t o _ p o r t 888}

portEBBB]:=channe1_number:

de1ay610):

1de1ay 10 m5}

“

'

5Ul11:' ;

f o r i i : = l t o average_number do begin
1n1t1a1_b1t:

port[890}:-1:

{CONVERT-0, DSL-l}

port[8901:=0:

[CONVERTw1, DSLel}

repeat
bytel:-port[839];

.
{read lst byte; check BUSY 11ne and wait i t t o become high}

u n t i 1 byte1<128; { n o t e z BUSY 1 i n e i s i n v e r t e d i n t h e PC}
byte1:=port[889]:
{DSL=1. r e a d t h e h i g h 4 b i t s ]

port[890]:-2:

{DEL-0}

byte2:=port[8891;

{ r e a d t h e 4 low b i t s }

{binary format of b y t e l and bytez
bytel: xxxhht (high 4 b i t s )
b y t e Z : xxx11110 (1ow 4 b i t s )
n o t e : x=do n o t c a r e ,
h.1=data}
b y t e l : - b y t e 1 and 120:
{00011110 and xxxhhhhﬂ = 000hhhh0}
b y t e 1 : w b y t e 1 sh1 1;
{shift 1 bit 1eft,
b y t e ] - 0000hhhh}
h y t e Z : = b y t e 2 a n d 120:

{00011110 a n d xxx11110 *

byte2:-byte2 shr 3 :

{shift 3 bits right,

truebyte:nbyte1.or bytez:
sum:-sum + t r u e b y t e l 2 5 5 * 2 . 5 5 ;
.
vo1tage:-sumfaverage,number:
end:{of vo1tage_function}

00011110}

b y t e z - 11110000}

{ b y t e l o r b y t e z = 11110000 o r 0000hhhh - 1111hhhh]
{ c o n v e r t t h e b1nary va1ue i n t o a v o 1 t a g e , Reference v o 1 t a g e - 2 . 5 5 V I
end:

Procedure crt1n1t1a112ation;

{show i n i t 1 a 1 data on the screen}

beg1n

urite1n
H r ' i t B - I I"I( ' * * * * * * * * * * * i ’ i ’ i ’ i r i ' i ' i ' i ’ i ’ i i 1 1 r 1 r ' k ' k t t t t i ' t i i i i * * * * * * t * * * * * i * * * * * * * i i i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’ ) :

write1nt'
wri'te1nt

IBH— PC 8 i n p u t 8 b i t analogue t o d 1 g i t a 1 c o n v e r t e r p r o g r a m ' 1:

' "it***it*‘kl-i-Ii11-1-1:1r*ki-*1'iriii!t******************iii**********************ti****** ' ) :

writeTn;
write1n:
f o r cnzﬁo t o 1 do
write1nt'
Channe1 ' . c n : 3 . '
Vo1tage - ' ) :
g o t o x y ( 1 0 , 2 0 ) : w r 1 t e ( ' P r e s s any key t o s t o p s c a n n i n g ' ) :

end:{of c r t i n i t 1 a 1 i z a t i o n }

procedure disp1ay_resu1ts;
begin
.
gotoxy(40,?+cn):write(V:T:3):
end:{ot disp1ay_resu1ts}

{Show r e s u 1 t s on c r t }

E=a3m==mai n p rog ram-----—-------—}
{
beg1n
repeat
c1rscr;

crtinitialization;
initia1izat1on;
f o r c n : - 0 t o 1 do b e g i n
'
V:=vo1tage(CN,2):
{1ogg1ng channe1 CN. average n u m b e r - 2 } '
d1sp1ayvresu1ts:
_
.
end.
d e 1 a y ( 4 0 0 ) : 1 d e 1 a y f o r 400 m5]
u n t i 1 keypressed:
gotg¥y(10 19); w r i t e ( ' Thank y o u f o r runnin_g t_his program ’ ) :
rea n
e n d . { o f main program}
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needed a simple intercom system, so that] could keep in touch

with civilisation when I was hiding in my workshop! My partner
was getting rather fed up of making journeys just to ask me if I
wanted a cup of tea, or to tell me that the editor of Electronics in

Action was on the phone!
For this application a separate “call” function is not
' necessary. Instead I opted for a short tone when the talk
button was pressed. This is to get the other person's
attention. rather like the “bing” sound on the
announcement systems in public places. I was

originally hoping for a “peep" sound, although
it ended up more like a “pweee”!

There is a talk button at each end. so it’s
impossible to eavesdrop on the other party -

Mark Price keeps in touch with a
simple 2 wire intercom.
unlike some cheap commercial

systems. However if the
remote talk button is
replaced with a normal
Switch, it can be left on so
that the system may be used
as a baby monitor.

I already had a twelve-core
cable between the workshop and
the living room, carrying audio from the
hi-ﬁ, serial computer data and a
telephone extension. There were just
two cores left, hence this design for a

two—wire system. Any convenient two
core cable can be used.

What - No Chips!
I built this unit using bits from the “Junk

Box”. and assumed others might like to
do the same. If you don't have the right
chips, there’s no option but to buy them.

If you don‘t have the right transistors,
you can usually ﬁnd something similar,
and the same applies with most of the
other components. Since the circuit
doesn’t have to do anything exacting, a

simple transistor design is ideal.
There is sufﬁcient gain in the system
that a person can be heard clearly when
talking at a normal volume, about two feet
from the unit. Since the person speaking
would be pressing the talk button, this is
the maximum distance necessary.

Construction
The circuit is assembled on a single sided
PCB, available from Electronics in
Action (page 57). The component overlay

and track layout is shown in Figure 3.
Assembly is straightforward and
should present no difﬁculties. None of
the component values are critical, there
should be no problems using the value

above or below if the correct part is not
available. if you are using different
transistors, ensure that TR‘7 and TRS
have a maximum collector current rating
of at least lOOmA.
Ceramic disk capacitors can be
microphonic and are not recommended
for C2, C3 and C5. The oscillator phase
shift capacitors, C6, C7 and C10, should
have a good Q rating or the circuit may
fail to oscillate. Disk and dipped polyester

types are fine, but the small resistor
sized tubular devices are not suitable.
The PCB should be mounted in a

needed for the remote unit. The
prototype system was built into a pair of
small stereo loudspeaker cases,

suitable enclosure. together with a
loudspeaker. A similar box will be

containing 16R oval speakers. These are
readily available at car boot sales for a

m?

,V:

complete with a
matching defunct
i' s' «mama-«WW
mvmmww
,* f ﬂ f i f f f ?
stereo record player!
Suitable holes should be made on the

top surfaces of both case. for the push
button switches. The PCB and
transformer can be mounted in any
convenient position. in one unit. A

.5:

.

suitable connector should be ﬁtted on
the rear of each unit for the
interconnection cable. If the installation
will be reasonably permanent, electrical

chock—block connectors will sufﬁce.
The units should then be wired up as
shown in Figure 4. If the interconnection
cable does not have polarity markings

there is a 50% chance that C17 will be
the wrong way round! In this case ﬁt
two 220uF capacitors in series but
opposite ways round as shown.

Testing
Initially set VRl to the centre position and
VR2 fully anticlockwise. Connect the two
units together and connect the master unit

increasing the value of R16
0

In Use

Push the button to talk and release to listen.
Ifboth buttons are pressed simultaneously,
the master unit will dominate.
The units will pop as the buttons are
pressed and released, this is due to the
varying bias on TR3. It is useful to hear
when the other party has released the
button.

You can now keep in touch with your
loved one, and enjoy your hobby.
However, there is one problem with

such a useful communication system
installed - it is much easier for your
partner to nag you about how much time
you spend in the workshop! Make sure
you have the master unit. then you can
always “accidentally" unplug it!

9

"wl

-

as

i—n

reading of 20mV. This gives a quiescent
current of 2mA, which is sufﬁcient to
eliminate crossover distortion with 16R
speakers. With 8R speakers it may be
necessary to increase this to 3 or 4mA (30
or 40mV), this should only be done if
distortion is noticeable.
Both speakers should now be silent.
Press the talk button on the remote unit.
A brief tone should be heard from the
local unit, and you should then be able
to hear yourself speaking through the
system. Check this the other way too.
VRl should be set so that speech is loud
enough to be clear without being
deafening. This setting can only be
finalised once the units are installed.
since feedback will be a problem with
both units in the same room.

If the volume of the bleep is too loud
(unlikely), it can be reduced by
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to the mains. Connect a voltmeter across
R l 8 or R19 and adjust VR2 to obtain a
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POWER AMPLIFIER MDDULES-TURNTABLES-DIMMEFISLDUDSPEAKEFIEJS INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS
OM P MOS- FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER

T W O C H A N N E L 1 9 INCH H A C K
,

THOUSANDS PURCHASED

' M P MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE

B Y P R O F E S S I O N A L "SEES
- -.

- -

SUFPl-lln "Ill" 'UIl-T ”‘0 TESTED-

These modules novr enjoy a world-WII‘IE reputation Ior quality. roll!
models a r e available to suit the needs at the proleseional and botany the

I mailed: price. Four
ilgﬂrrfllwgingtIIIﬂ

a.

drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All model: are open and short circuit proot

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BV PROFESSIONAL USERS
ONPIMF 100 Moe-F01 Output power 110 watts
R. M. 5. into 4 ohms, Irequency response 1I-tz-100Kltz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 45Vlus,

T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mil', s.N.t'l.
-110 dB. Size 300 x123 1 60mm.
PRICE £40.05 - £8.50 PIP
ONPIMF 200 Moa-Fet Output power 200 watts
RAILS. into 4 ohms. Irequency reaponoe1l'lz - 100K":
-:IdB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 50Wu5,

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODEL5:- MXF200 (100W + 100W) MXF4OO (200W + 200W)

T.H.D. typical 0.001 '2", Input Sensitivity 500m'li'. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 ii 100mm.

MXFSOO {300W + 300W) MXFQOO (450W + 450W)

PRICE £54.35 + £4.00 PAP

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 DHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FEATURES: tlndependent power eupplleo with tvio toroidal transiermera 1: Twin L.E.D. Vu meters *

ONPIMF 300 Mos-Pet Output power 300 walla
H.M.S. Into 4 ohms. lrequericy response 1H2 - 100K":

Laval controia a Illuminated cnlotl avilbli a XLR comectore a Standard 715ml! Inputs it Open and short circuit
prool A Latee1 Moe-Feta lor street tree power delivery into virtually my load A High slew rate * Vary Iovv
distortion a Aluminium cases a NXFalio :- MXFW) tan cooled with 0.0. Ioudcpeaterand thermal protection.

USED TI'IE'IIOIILD 0V" IN CLUBS, PUIS. CINENAS, DISCOS ETC.
SIZESe- MNF200 W1
MXFm W 1
MXFGOO W 1
Mxm W 1

4500, Damping Factor >300. stew Rate some.

T.H.D. typical 0.0017., Input Sensitivity 500m'll', s.N.R.

'

-110 05. Size 330 K 175 x 100mm.

0"!H3'lz" (DUMD‘I ‘l "
9"XHS'M" (aunm 2"
9"IH5‘M" (8U)XD1 3"
S”ll‘ll‘r‘4” (Sunllli‘ﬂ'

PRICE £81.15 i £5.00 PAP
OMP/MF 450 Moo-Pet Output power 450 watts
RAILS. into 4 ohms, lrequency response “It: - 100K":
«(l-dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate TsVlus,
T.H.D. typical 0.001 “/1, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-11l) dB, Fan Cooled, 0.0. Loudspeaker Prolectlon, 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 305 ii 210 ii 105mm.

PRICES:- MXF200 2 1 75.00 MXF400 €233.85
MXFGOO £ 3 2 9 00 MXFQOD {1649.1 5
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

PRICE £132.85 + £5.00 PEP
OMPI'MF 1000 Nos-Fat Output power 1000 watts
RAILS. Into 2 ohms, 725 wattc R.M.S. Into it ohms,
Irequency response 1H: - 100ml: -3dB, Damping
Factor >300, Stew Rate 75Wu5, T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 Ii 300 It 125mm.
PRICE £250.00 + 21 2.00 PAP

Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over, housed In a 19' x 10 case. Each channel has three level controls:
haaa, mid a top. The removable lronl tascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the
cross-over frequency: Bass-Mid zsnlsooltulom, Mid-Top 1.513l5KHz, all at 24d! pet octave. Bass Invert switches

on each has: channel. Nominal 775mV Input/output. Fully compatible with 0MP rack ampliﬁer and modules.

Price £ 1 1 7.44 + £5.00 P&P
STEREO DISCO M I X E R SDJ34OOS =1

"ET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VIEWS:
S
I l l . 500m . BAND morn 1CDKHI.
P‘IEAcugrﬂﬂoilg'ST‘O’l‘IAL EQUIPMEVNT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT IRIS
'I'1Emil. BAND WIDTH SOKNz. 0RD” STANDARD DR PE.

E C H O & S O U N D EFFECTS*

*

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 r 7 band
L I

R graphic equaliser: with bar graph

LED Vu rnetere.

IIANV OUTSTANDING

LOUDSPEAKER
- .

PERTH”- including lctio with repeat 8apaad control, DJ Itle with tel-over

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVER AND HIGH POWEE HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (Adi) S.A.E.
(BOD STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

avitteh, d ﬂannel: with individual tadara
pluacroaafaila. CuaNaaihhonalonltor. a
Sound Elleela. Useful combination of the

inputs:- 3 hinvtalalu (Rug). 0
MEI-him CD. Tape. Video etc.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakera are also avallable.

Price€144.99 + £5.00 P 8 P

SIZE: a a a x z d o x t z o m m

EMINENCE:- I N S T R U M E N T S .

PlEzO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROL -

R A . DISCO, ETC

ALL EHININCI UNIT: a minus IMPEDANCE

Joii lie Piano revolution! The Iovi dynamic mass (no voice coil) of 11 Plaza tweeter produces an lmproved :EgﬁgaggzMgzgﬁgﬁgﬁzﬂzugggssgkg‘b GUIT‘R‘‘HCELnémgﬁg ” M P

“W”
"‘W‘“ ""‘‘ '°"'" ““1”" '°"" "'"' °""""V
‘"
"M
1o" 100 WATT 11.11 s. 14510-1on GUITAR. VOCAL. KEYBOARD Disco. EXCELLENT
iiiio.
IIme unit! can be added to existing speaker system: at up to 100 "In (more it two are put in
aarlea. FltEE RES FREQ 71": FREQ RESP TO TKHz SENSIITdB
CEMTA + £2.50 PIP

“'mﬂo'"Lung"”u “rim”""7“ ”c" [WEE-'5"

10” aoo WATT iuii s. MEI 0-200 GUITAR. KEYB'D, Disco. VOCAL EXCELLENT Nicii Powen Nio.

/ . TYPE A (“"103“) 3 '9"!!! VIII?- prolectlve wlre medl- Ideal 10' Res. FREQ 65Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3.SKI-I2, sens soda.
' bookshelf and medlum slzed ill-Fl sneaker!- Prlce 04.90 + 50a PAP.

Piii
mecca." l £9.50 Pu

1 2"1oo WATT MA.3. MEI 2-1ooLe GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR. oisco. STAGE MONITOR.

TYPE ‘B‘ (KSNtoosA) 3V2" super horn tor general purpose speakers. RES.FRED. 49H: FREQ RESP To 6KHz.SEN5100dB.

timeless.“ + canto PAP

..... w ..,... ..-.. + 5°» "Fling: ."E‘s'i.ta‘.§‘. .".'.‘.‘3‘::.‘;' " 1 . ? “E‘”"§§.:ts.‘é2°.‘t. 33...?
min: “ﬁlm““It: '3 . ""todggeﬂ'g""gfpm “"8"” "I F' ”s 1z zoo WATT R.Ill.e. ME12-200 GEN PURPOSE, GUITAR, Disco, VOCAL, EXCELLENT MID.
I

I

"

. 9"“ 3" 5°"

TYPE .0.

‘

"

‘

'

', "E9 . '

_

_

'

g

a

Res FREi: ss, FREQ. RESP. T0 IiKHz, SENS slide

lace £00.11 + £0.50 PAP

response retained extending down to mid-range {2KH1}. Suitable tor high RES. FREQ Ari-I1. FREQ. RESP. To 5Kttz, SENS 103d

lace no.“ I £3.50 PIP

TYPE D (“"102“) 2 *5 Hilde diiPerslon hem UPPGr ﬁwwm 1:” son wAT-r n.iii.s ueta- aoooP HIGH POWERBaAss. LEAD GUITAR.:.I(EYBOARD oleco arc.

Ea

"p

quality Hi-F“: systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 — sop PAP.

1s“ zoo wAT-r lull.s. ME15- zoo can PunPose e'Ass. INcLuoiNc eAss GUITAR.

TYPE 'E' (K8N1038A) 3%" horn tweeter with attractive silver Iinish trim. :gﬁ-aﬁarﬁl‘llﬂﬁgouné‘s: EgggIgHsPEgﬁegnss INCLUDING an;:ﬁ:::m12 I time 1'"

'

TYPE'D

LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control

Suitable I" H"F' mm” “Stems 9'“ "I”‘5'” + 5°" "9'

RES. FREQ.39H1,-FFIIE0. RESP. To aKHz. SENS 103dB. ’

andcebinetinputjaclirockel.05x85nim.Pi-ieat:4.1o + SOpPAP.

EARBENDERS:- HI-FI. STUDIO. IN-CAFI, ETC

Pntcl 010.04 + 04.00 PAP

ALL EARBINDIR UNIT: 8 Dims (Except sen—50 a Into-50M are dull Impedance tapped to 4 I. Collin)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, Nlnl'l COMPLIANCE. ROLLED SURROUND
a " Goya“ EDD-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED Illa OHM BASS, NI-FI. IN-CAR.

ibl FLIGHT CASED LOUDSPEAKERS
‘

y

RES. FREQ. t z , FRED RESP. T0 TKHz SENS was.

A "0"" ”We 0' ill-Iﬂl'IY IDUUSDERKEFS. dealgned '0 take advantage 0‘ "19 MES!

355 FREQ 40H: page RESP To sxiiz, sense
Patel:13.” :2.“up
10" voowarr :310-100 BASS Ill—Ft, STUDIO.
RES. FREQ, 35Hz, FRED. RESP. TI) 3KH1, SENS MB.
m e n . ” - tampon
1 a" 10°WA11' :312.100 BASS. 5 w mo. Hl—FI. EXCELLENT DISCO.
HES. FR ea. zel-lz. FREQ. RESP. TD 3 Km, SENS Bade.
PRICE £42.12 P £0.30 PAP
FULL RANOETWIN DONE. HIGH OOMPLIANC‘ ROLLED SURROUND
5 W “WATT IDS-SOTO {TWIN CONE] HI-FI, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET

FRIWINCY RISPOISE FULL RANGE 45": - 20K“:
m m 1‘10“..."5 (1001131,3c n amoo “a ”In

Res FREQ. 53R: FRED. RESP. To 20m; sENs ozaa
Pilica can + £1.50 PAP
cw. oowAT-r see-eon: {TWIN CONE) III-Ft. MULTt ARRAv Disco ETC.

tat Fc ta-aoowat'rs
(Tones) £12.50 :1
Te.oo PER PAIR
SPECIALIST CARRIER no.Plate:
PE“ ”In

"ES

"59- 33s
“ESF- CONE]
To mm“SENS
““3
8"oowA1-r
sea-FREOcot-c [TWIN
HI—'FI.
MILTIARRAY Disco ETC
RES FREQ. dOHz. FREQ RESP. To 18KHz. seusasu

-

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR £49.00
Delivery £6.00 per pair

lN-OAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPS

THBII SUPll-tl ""3" m‘“
and,“ no...

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUAUTV COMPONENTS

all TRANSMITTER III-IIIIIHL VARICAP coliTlloLLEli PROFESSIONAL ’

400 WATTS (200 + 200) Stereo, 400w

snag-d Mono
. ALL PWIRS " " 0 4 0 l
Features:

{'Stereo, Mdgable mono t Choice oi

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND iNSTnucTIotis

PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 3 MILES. SIZE 30 1 123mm, SUPPLY 12V (Q 0.5M”.

PRICE ttua . £1.00 "P
Ill ltlctto rRAllaurI'ren 100-i: VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET lillc RANGE 1000001.. SIZE 58 x 46mm. SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

-

Prioroiamaanauii-rea

.

,

high A low level Input: 1' L It R level

250“! £ 9 9 . 9 9

«now £109.95 F" 22-00 EACH

”-"w‘ ""3" mm" * 8mm 9‘

' 333$;Fat-$253 2:13:33: c‘ﬁSvI-"%Te'§' Pﬁmcmi“ '
. Pale-a INCLUSIVE

£10.00 + “59 P”

RANSMITTER HOBBY K I T S

Bridged Mono

250 yum-s (135 + 125) 5”,“, 25m

PRICES: 1 s a w £ 4 9 . 9 9

m

PRICE 012.00 + £1.50 PAP

10" BOWA'I'I' EB1D-60'I'C (TWIN CONE) III-Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 35Hz. FREQ RESP TO12KI'Iz, SENS 90GB.
PRICE £10.49 + £2.00 PIP

1‘=5:"ﬂﬁﬁ7m’35"53:315':i PROVEN TRANsult'rlR DESIGNS INCLUDING oLAss FIBRE

‘

‘

Pltlcl 00.00 + capo up

10"50INA1'I' E31 0-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED All OHM BASS, III-Fl, III-CAR.

speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize studio quality
12" cast alummium loudspeakers with factory fined grilles. wide dispersion
constant directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners, complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures
are lulled as standard with top hats ior Optional loudspeaker stand:

v..A.'r aAL
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UNITS 1 s. 5 COMET W A Y , SUUTHEND-DN-SE A,
E S S E X . 5 5 2 6TH.

Tel.: 0702 - 5 2 7 5 7 2 Fax.: 0702 — 4 2 0 2 4 3

egular readers of this magazine
will be aware of my interest in
video editing. A Video Effects

Unit has already been published, and
other video processing projects are

7 "IIHdV
6 6

l NOIlOV
SOINOHLOS'E
U!

planned.

A problem I frequently encounter
when copying video tapes is the
deterioration in the sound quality. The
five band graphic equaliser described

The ﬁve controls each have a range
of +l- lOdB at centre frequencies of

accept an input of up to about 1V RMS
(3V pk-pk) before distortion occurs with

here was designed to connect between

100Hz, 300Hz, lKHz, 3KHz and

all controls at maximum.

two video recorders. so that the
frequency response can be corrected
somewhat. Its use is by no means limited

lOKHz. The 3dB points on each hand
are at half and twice the centre
frequencies. Thus, the 3dB points on the

I do not possess suitable test
equipment to measure noise and
distonion, although none was apparent

to video recording however, it is a

IOOHz control are at SDI-[z and 200Hz.

on the oscilloscope trace. I would

general purpose design that will prove
useful for many audio applications.

With all controls at maximum the unit
has a total gain of lSdB. The unit will

describe the unit as suitable for good
quality stereo equipment, but perhaps

O10
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+12V

not true hi-fi.

Although the design is mono, a
stereo version could be built using
two PCBs and stereo pots. More

details on this are given later.

Construction
All the components, except the
transformer and pots, are
mounted on a single sided PCB.

Fm
ii

Tm
i...

015
roouF

This is 113mm * 51mm, and is

available from the EIA PCB
service. The component overlay
is shown in Figure 2.
There are two wire links that
should be ﬁtted ﬁrst, along with the
resistors and diodes. The remaining

components may then be ﬁtted. Sockets
may be used for the ICs, but this is not
really necessary providing they are ﬁtted
last and soldered carefully.
The non—polarised capacitors should
be reasonable quality types, dipped
polyester or mylar types are suitable. Try
to avoid the cheap ceramic disk types,

for this project. The PCB holes for these
components are on a 0.4" pitch, which is

suitable for the suggested types.

A

layout, with slider controls and an
instrument or desk case.
Whatever case is used, the PCB’s
should be mounted as close as possible

to the control pots. Use short lengths of
wire to connect the pot tags directly to
the PCB pads. On the PCB, the left pad
for each pot is the minimum or
anticlockwise end of the track, the centre
pad is the wiper, and the right pad is the
maximum or clockwise end.
Connect the input socket to the SKI
pads, and the output socket to 8K2. In

SNINNBLS TIHd bSSl (3)

— i—
W

+

4::
'3
POWER

'

H15

a stereo unit, connect the transformer to
the PCB with the diodes ﬁtted, and link

the 5K3 pads on the two boards together.
The mains input flex may be joined to the
transformer primary wires with a chocblock connector or similar.

Testing and Operation
There is nothing to set up on this unit, it
will either work or fail depending on
how well it was put together! These few
checks with a test meter will confirm
that everything is reasonably UK, before
connecting the unit to your audio
equipment.
First set the test meter to the 20V
range, and check the supplies on one of
the [CS. There should be about +12V on
pin 4 and -12V on pin 13. Now connect

EDUFILISER

the meter to the output (pin 1 of ICl),

the voltage should be 0V or thereabouts.
Turn each of the five pots to both ends,
and check the output remains at almost
0V. If the output is not at 0V (+/- 0.1V)
something is wrong, which should be
investigated. Now connect the unit to
your audio equipment, cross your
ﬁngers, and try it.

gsg .

automatic level circuits respond more to
the bass frequencies.
'

Bearing this in mind, faint and grotty
recordings can sometimes be avoided by
turning the 1001-12 and 300Hz hands down
a bit to reduce the effect of the level

®

. w w m m m w w g u k w . ” m u m . ,_

If the output of this unit is connected

to a video recorder or some other piece
of equipment with an automatic level
control, you may ﬁnd that the sound
level drops if the lOOI-Iz or 300Hz
controls are turned up too far. Most

control. Turn the lKHz and 3KHz u p a

Two PCBs are required for a stereo
« m w m u m w o v\-

unit. Do not fit Dl-D4, C12 and C13, on
one PCB.
.

The prototype had rotary pots, and
was constructed in a plastic case that
matched my other projects. Many
constructors may prefer a more orthodox

both cases the centre core of the
screened cable goes to the left pin. The
INIOUT switch connects to the SW1

bit to improve the clarity, and turn the
lOKl-Iz down to get rid of any hiss. The
result may sound a bit thin, but it is better
than a quiet mufﬂed sound with tape hiss.
There’s not much else I can say about -

pads, with the wiper to the centre pad.

using this unit. Most people know what

The transformer may now be
connected to the X1 pads on the PCB,

a graphic equaliser does, anda little trial
and error will show the effect of each
frequency band.
‘

with the centre tap to the middle pad. For

FIVE BAND GRAPHIC EQUALISER
BASS

OUT

100H2

GB

GD

------------ MIDDLE -------------- TREBLE
300H2

1 kHz

3kHz

10kHz

69

EB

69

GB

PAUL STENNING

DELC/A

TH E TRANSMITTER PEOPLE

4 wnr‘r PPO m BROADCAST (Built)

TRANSMITTER: with Low Pass Filter
Modulation .............................75KHz \Mde Band
Range .......................................... up to 4-2 miles
Supply.................................... 10-16 Volts ACIDC
Current .................................................... 250mA
Audio Input .................................... 100mV (ADJ)
Frequency range ........................ BB-IOBMHz FM
Stability ................................................. :I: 20KHz
Size ......................W. 70mm. D. 90mm, H. 50mm.
MANY USER CONTROLS ........ Price: £23.50

7 WATT PPO FM BROADCAST
(Built) TRANSMITTER: Higher Watt
Version of above Transmitter

(Range 7 miles)........................ Price: £52.50
KIT: 3 WATT TRANSMITTER 80-108MI-lz
Coil Tank Controlled up to 3 miles range.
Supply 12V dc at 0-5 amps....... Price: £1 2.50
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
PLEASE ADD £1 P&P PAYMEN T WITH
ORDERS TO:
,
DELCIA ELECTRONICS,
14 ST. MERYL PARK GLEN ROAD. '
BELFAST. BT11 8FY. Tel: (0232) 611995
P l e a s e send T w o ‘isI class stamps for our catalogu e.

Cooke International
SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS
ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBRATORS.
VOLTMETERS,GENERATORS.OSCILLOSCOPES.
POWER METERS, ETC.
ALWAYS AVAILABLE

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE
EXPORT,TRADE AND UK ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND SAE FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT AND
MANUALS

REPAIRS 8: CALIBRATION UNDERTAKEN
ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS. SHIPPING ARRANGED

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM-5PM
COOKE INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRONIC TEST 8: MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site. Main Rd, Barnham.
Bognor Regis, West Sussex P022 OEB

Tel:(+44) 0243 545111/2 Fax:(+44)0243 542457
OHIGH END TEST & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT PURCHASED O

\us».or»»

The Editor
Electronics in Action

PO Box 600, Berkhamsted Herts. HP4 1 ML

Pro-quality components problem
u\

Firstly congratulations on the continuing high quality of the
publication — apart from minor errors it is really very good.
Like your correspondent] R Evans (Feb 94) my own sphere

of interest is studio quality analogue audio — preferably

Again like Mr Evans I also favour practical designers
like Mike Meechan' and Ben Duncan who do not pay lip
service to much of the hi-fi hype but whose designs deliver
the goods both technically and sonically.
For my own part, I suppose l do not undertake a great
deal of actual construction mainly for reasons of ﬁnancial
constraints) but when I do the biggest problem that I
encounter is actually sourcing pro quality components in

small quantiﬁes, especially precision capacitors and resistors.
Most component manufacturers are happy to supply
literature - although some never bother to reply but I

suppose this is indicative of the state of British enterprise.
However, for components a little out of the ordinary I
have found that distributors are only interested in orders of

v z i s w a w w w a s . v y v
.

balanced - and I hope that you will continue to feature
circuits of this nature.

f y
f

100s. This has recently happened to me in respect of really

good quality PSU reservoir capacitors for my present
brainchild, an audio power amp, where I wanted audio
quality elcos that would ﬁt vertically within a 2U case -

is aware of any distributors who handle pro components
and who would be prepared to deal in small quantities — it
would be worth paying a slight premium to ensure
component quality.

Finally I look forward to Mike’s audio projects in the
near future.

A G Crane
King Lynn
Norfolk
I am writing to you to say thanks for the Photo CD player that

I won in your December competition. I have only recently
been able to set it up and I have found the quality amazing.
Once again many thanks as this is the first time I have
won a competition. Having enjoyed reading Electronics in
Action and am looking forward to each issue in the future.
F E Stephens
Worthing

Sussex

i

Owing to a shortage of space last month we
were unable to print the component
positioning diagram of The Switcher relay
tboard. We reproduce It here.

i

if

easy to find, difficult to buy! (And I’m still looking).
The main reason for the above story is to ask if anyone

Medea Wists £331}
20 he. were

I} Print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS
Name ...............................................................................................................
Address

......................................................................... Postcode

Please send me ........ issue(s) of the October ’93 edition
Please send me ........ issue(s) of the November ’93 edition
Please send me ........ issue(s) of the December ‘93 edition
Please send me ........issue(s) oi the February '94 edition
Please send me ........issue(s) oi the March ’94 edition
Each copy (including postage & packing) costs £2.50
I enclose a cheque/postal order for .....................
Please send to: Electronics in Action, PO Box 600
Berkhamsted, Hens. HP4 1NL

HART AUDIO KITS—YO UR VALUE FOR
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI
HART KITS give you the opportunity to build the
very best engineered hifi equipment there is.

designed by the leaders in their field, using the

LINSI.E‘fr HOOD 'SHUNT FEEDBACK' R.I.A.A.
MOVING COIL It MOVING MAGNET
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In this part,
John Linsley Hood
introduces transistor
‘Hi-Fi’ and the great

quasi-complementary
swindle.
I n the last part of this article I looked
at the designs used in early attempts

to design audio amplifiers based on
transistors. The need at that time was to

use inter-stage coupling transformers but
this made it difﬁcult to apply enough
overall negative feedback to increase the

bandwidth and reduce the harmonic
distortion to levels which would be
acceptable in a hi-ﬁ system.
A solution to this difﬁculty was
proposed in 1956 by H. C. Lin, an
ingenious electronics engineer from the
USA. His answer was to use a high gain,

small signal ampliﬁer stage to provide the
necessary voltage gain, and then to reduce
its output impedance to a low enough
level to drive a loudspeaker load by the

use of a push-pull pair of output emitter
followers, as I have shown in Figure 1.
At the time of the Lin circuit, the

only transistors available in any
quantity, at sensible prices, were
Germanium diffused junction types,
made on what was virtually a one-off

basis, and their use led to a lot of snags.
To start with, since the transistors were
made by a one at a time process, they
would probably vary considerably from
one to another, and any circuit using

them would need individual setting up
on test, a procedure which might need to
be repeated from time to time during use.
Also. the amount of power which
could be dissipated in the output
transistors was pretty limited, and some
form of temperature compensation,
usually a thermistor, would need to be
included in the circuit to avoid the

possibility of ‘thermal run-away’ in the
output transistors at high room
temperatures, or if the amplifier got a bit
over warm in use.
Clearly, this did not yet amount to a

system which could be sold as a reliable
design to the hi-fi buying public,
although Lin had proposed an output
emitter-follower circuit arrangement,
‘ based on the use of one PNPJ‘PNP and
one NPNIPNP output emitter follower

Figure 2, and became known as the
‘quasi-complementary’ conﬁguration.)
When, in the early to mid 19605,

good quality silicon power transistors

lOOKl-lz or greater, were easily
obtainable, and their triumphant

became available, made by versions of

designers - and their employers

the ‘planar’ process, audio design
engineers began to put together power
ampliﬁers, using high gain silicon planar
transistors, with typical designs of the

advertising agencies - proudly, but
prematurely, proclaimed the arrival of
true transistor operated hi-ﬁ.
The truth was, sadly, that these
ampliﬁers really sounded quite nasty, in
spite of their superb claimed
speciﬁcations. This led to a regrettable

kind shown in Figure 3, based on the use

of Lin-type ‘quasi-complementary‘

layout, which would get around the

output pairs, which appeared to meet the

difﬁculty that fully symmetrical (PNPI

technical requirements for a marketable
piece of audio hardware.
With designs of this type, 30 watt
power ampliﬁers, with output harmonic

NPN) power transistor types were not
yet commercially available. (This layout
is shown, in its +ve rail version, in

distortion levels of less than 0.1% at full
power, and bandwidths of 10Hz -

loss of conﬁdence, by a sizeable

proportion of the buying market, in the
engineers and all their doings.

certain way of avoiding this is to ensure
that both halves of the output pair are
working in a straight line part of their
characteristics, at a current level which is
adequate for them to handle the demands
of the signal voltage swing.
This situation would always be the
case for the push—pull output stages of
valve ampliﬁers, but would never (or
almost never) be true for transistor

I I I
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output systems. In fact, in many cases,
the designers deliberately sought to

avoid the problems of keeping the bias
of the output transistors at the correct

level, by setting it to zero, and then
relying on the use of massive amounts of
negative feedback (NFB) to try to

MP”!

straighten out the residual kinks in the
curve... an attempt which was doomed to
failure.

This difﬁculty in push-pull output
stages is made much worse by the nature

WC

of the ‘quasi—complementary symmetr'y'
type of layout shown in Figure 3, in that
the transfer slopes of the two halves -the

‘Listener fatigue’ and

‘transistor saund’
Criticism of the sound quality of
transistor ampliﬁer designs started to
appear. difﬁdently at ﬁrst, but then more
vociferously, and terms like ‘transistor
sound’ and ‘listener fatigue’, were

might say that the process is not yet
finished. I have listed the more
cens'picuous of these ‘nasties’, below,
under their various headings.

NPNINPN half and the PNPINPN half -

1 ‘Croesover dlstortlon’

output curve. as shown in Figure 4b.

In any push-pull output system, of the
kind shown in Figure 1, there is always

This results in the amplifier
distortion getting worse as the output

the possibility of distortion in the region
of the inputfoutput transfer characteristic,

power is reduced. so even if the total
harmonic distortion (TI-ID) is as low as.

where one half of the output push-pull

say, 0.05% at full output, it may well be
540% or more'at typical quiet listening

are very different, as shown in Figure 4a,

so even if the output devices are biased
so that the two curves join, there will

always be a conspicuous kink in overall

coined to describe the users objections.
There were, in reality, quite a lot of

problems with these new ampliﬁer
designs, and the process of remedying
them took at least a decade, and some

pair hands over to the other. The only
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2 'Transient lntermodulation
distortion’

'c

9

In order to improve the performance of
these new ‘transformerless‘ transistor
amplifiers, the designers used lots of
overall NFB. Much more in fact, than

NPNNPN

would have been possible with their
valve based predecessors, and this had
the predictable effect that, left to itself,

+VII

4",

the whole circuit would oscillate at some
high frequency, and measures were
therefore needed to prevent this.
The almost invariable method for
stabilising such a feedback ampliﬁer,

PNP.NPN

used at that time and since (E), is what is

'Ic

'*‘W ®W $&§ nﬁ§
.
W 3W

gateway“

95 THD

t .@ a: ;

10-;

known as ‘dominant lag’ stabilisation, in
which a capacitor, (C3), is typically
connected between the collector and the
base of the second stage ampliﬁer
transistor, (Tr3), as shown in Figure 3. If
a sudden voltage transient appears at the

input of the amplifier. as part of the
input signal, the effect of the negative
feedback loop applied to Tr2 base will
be to cause Trl to be driven into cut-off

0.1 _ _

until C3 is able to charge or discharge to
its proper equilibrium level.
The transient paralysis of ampliﬁers
using this type of feedback loop
stabilisation was ﬁrst publicised by
Professor Otala, who called it ‘Transient

30W Transliter amp
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Intermodulation Distortion’, or ‘TID'. It

levels and what is worse, this distortion
would be of the sonically unpleat
high-order odd-harmonic type. I have
shown this effect in Figure 5, where I
have contrasted the output power vs.

can be avoided by the use of a different
type of 100p stabilisation, and minimised

THD of a typical 1960s transistor audio
ampliﬁer with that of a typical 19503
valve ampliﬁer. No wonder the valve

by an input CﬁR HF roll-off circuit in

ampliﬁer sounded better; but that wasn’t
the only reason.

those instances where the designers
either know or care enough to try to do
something about it.

3 Poor stablllty marglns
A further problem with the
—O +Voc 36V
1""!

a.

41
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load characteristic. Usually.
ampliﬁers with good stability

margins sound more ‘restful'
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stability margin is inadequate.
a quick check on freedom
from this type of fault, if one
has access to a signal

0 1 '

:. 100K
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to listen to than those where
NFB has been used to excess,
and the resulting loop
It is usually possible to do

2NSO55
ﬂuF

use of a lot of overall NFB is

that it reduces what is known
as the ampliﬁer’s ‘stability
margin’, and this can cause
the ampliﬁer to suffer sudden
bursts of oscillation - usually
in the MHz region - at parts
of the signal output voltage
swing, particularly when the
loudspeaker has an awkward
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0010'

generator and an

oscilloscope, by driving the
ampliﬁer into clipping. while
it is operating into various

types of dummy load. Usually a resistor
F—Oc

of the 4—8 ohm range in parallel with a
range of capacitors in the range 0.01pF -

ZpF, will serve as a load. While one is
doing this, one can also check for ‘hangup’ following clipping - which usually
indicates transient output transistor
malfunction. All of these faults spoil the
sound quality of the system, without
necessarily being shown up in the TH!)
ﬁgures.
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Class ‘A’ operation.
Until the mid-1960's my domestic audio
system consisted of a ‘Williamson’
power ampliﬁer, driven by various
transistor operated pre ampliﬁer stages;
the result of a recent JLl-I ‘anti-hum’
modernisation programme. This part of
my system updating had been trouble
free to put together, since it is easy to
design small-signal ampliﬁer stages
without running into the raft of
problems which beset the design of solid
state power amps. However, this was
still a ‘mouo’ setup, and I wanted to take
advantage of the new ‘stereo’ LP records
which were replacing the older ‘mono‘
discs. [also wanted, if possible, to avoid
the need to build another large and
expensive ‘Williamson’ power amp.
Since I had at home an adequately
equipped electronics workshop, which I
had set up in an upstairs box room, I put
together four or ﬁve transistor operated
0

0 were

‘3

t"

these comparative transistor operated
designs I felt exceedingly let-down by

this whole exercise, and was at a loss to
know what next to try.
However, some months previously, I
had built a transistor operated class ‘A‘

power ampliﬁer, mainly as a technical
exercise to see how simple such a circuit
could be. This was very much a pin»
board hook-up, but it worked and would
deliver some 1 0 watts into a 15 ohm

load. So, having been disappointed with
the performance of the other transistor
power ampliﬁers [had tried, I went to
my junk box, retrieved my hook-up class
‘A’ circuit, and tried this out as well.
To my astonishment and pleasure.
this sounded as good as the Williamson

- perhaps, I thought, it was even just a
little bit more transparent - and provided
a simpleanswer to my wish to go stereo,

'aCcident, the various problems that I
didn’t even know existed at that time,
and after a couple of years of use,
offered the circuit design to one of our
more prestigious technical journals,
where it was published. As a design, it
worked well, and didn’t need
adjustments after initial setting up, but I
was a bit unhappy about the need to pre—

set the operating currents of the output
transistors, and, since it wasn’t a pushpull system, it was wasteful of current,
and ran fairly hot.
One of my fellow designers, at the
time, reproached me, in print, for
‘sweeping the design problems of class
‘B’ {low quiescent current) ampliﬁers
under the carpet, rather than attempting
to solve them’. This was perfectly true,
but the required solutions for push—pull
operation were quite some time in
coming, and even then were not
complete.

Improved low quiescent
current push-pull
' amplifier designs.
It is taken for granted these days, unless
you happen to be a ‘hot glass’ buff, that
the domestic hi-ﬁ set up will run cool,

‘FILond

A l l l

since the circuit, which I have shown in
Figure 6, was a very easy one to make. I

therefore spent the next month or so in
constructing a complete stereo system,
with a tidy two-channel class ‘A’ power
ampliﬁer to ﬁt in place of the

‘Williamson’.

v
I,

The 1 0W class 'A’ amp.
The basic advantage of this circuit
design was that it was not a push-pull
system, in the normal sense of the term.

It could be thought of either as Tr3
00v
audio power ampliﬁers; built to various
published circuits, for which high
performance was claimed; and I sat
down to do a thorough listening trial
comparing the performance of these
with the Williamson. Well, that was my
original intention. In reality, it took only

a few seconds-listening to each to
conclude that none of these designs was
in the same league in terms of sound
quality, as my old valve ampliﬁer. Since
I had spentsome time in constructing

TI?
M’N

-'Vdd

r————o

acting as an output emitter follower,

with Tr4 acting as an ‘active’ emitter
load, or with Tr4 acting as an ampliﬁer,
using Tr3 as an ‘active’ collector load.
Since it wasn’t a push»pul_l system it

couldn‘t suffer from crossover
distortion, and since both output
transistors (which were, conveniently,
identical N'PN types} were operating in a

linear part of their characteristics, it
didn’t need much overall NFB to reduce
the distortion to my target value of

so that it can sit unobtrusively, in a shelfon ones equipment rack. The basis for
this expectation was the increasing
availability during the 1970s, of better
power transistors, and the use of
improved output transistor circuit
layouts, using either PNP—PNPfNPN-v
NPN complementary arrangements, as
shown in Figure 7a and "lb, or improved _
‘quasi-complernentary’ circuits of the
kind shown in Figure 7c, which I used in

0.05%, so it didn’t need any TlD

a popular DIY 75 watt ampliﬁer. A '

introducing stabilisation networks.
I was lucky to have avoided by

version of this output layout was also
used commercially, at a later date, in a

very successful ‘audiophile" power
ampliﬁer design.
~‘Quad’ used an alternative three
transistor output stage layout in their
‘Quad 303' power amplifier, shown in
Figure 7d, a power ampliﬁer which has
proved very successful in commercial
practice, though modern practice mostly
I . favours one or other of the fully
complementary circuit layouts shown in
Figure 7a or 7b.

In general, the majority of the better
commercial solid-state hi-fi systems now are quite satisfactory in terms of

listening quality. but there were still a
few snags which needed ironing out,
and, since ‘specmanship’ is now the
name of the hi-fi advertisers game, much

design effort has been expended on
getting more ‘O‘s behindthe decimal

point in the THD speciﬁcation.
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I enclose a cheque/postal order (payable to Electronics in Action) for £

Please send this form to: Electronics In Action, PO Box 600, -

Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1NI.
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APRIL 1994

w ._ ﬁts our January issue was so popular and is

* ' glow sold out, we have introduced a new

WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF
USED OSCILLOSGOPES IN THE COUNTRY
TEKTRONIX 1000 SERIES OSCILLOSCOP‘ES
AVAILABLE FROM 2200
PLUG-INS SOLD SEPARATELY

pnuwgisﬁﬂ‘alﬁnﬂﬂl T E R M '27

TEK‘I'FIDNIX 475 Duanraaazmq Delay sweep...
mm): 4555 claim 103MHz Delay M .
TElcrnolm; 0113111509 1011q Daisy suaap
TEKTRDNIX 2215 Dual riaae 51:q Delay Sweep
1511111011»: 455 Dual SDMHz DelaySmp

UhTmﬂiMA-Glﬂﬁlmﬂﬁmim........
Mmtﬁémiilﬂ W E E .
HEMEITPAGKAHDMBI m a m
mmpsmmmmmumﬁm E

Chelmer Valve Company
c

HP 331M Fumﬁmlalullll'lt- itll'lr W
W
BLACK STAR JUWWWII 11mm-

HP 1761! 01.111l 100MHz. Delay w m a m W ".5450

wnmmmmmmmm
WAYIEIEmWBitOmWBIML

2050

m

RAGALDANAtBQI Nameaeond Uniwxaﬂeoumar.....
£1500
RACAL 931:2 MiliMmeler Tlue RMS1DKHz-15GHL.
E450
RAGAL 9311A RF Mlllmhmeter True nus Im-I.5Mz....m
WLWAWMN.M1M1.5€H:WIWMNM .....H50
LVDHS PEETBN Pulseﬂen. PRF tHz-QDMHZ
2150

mun mm 11500119 Log-2 Answer”
FAMELL P56524111
sagGan AMI'FM
PHILPS P1165119 Dlsiorllon Mewowum

Major Brands e.g Mallard, Brimar, Philips, GE (UK), GE(USA), etc.
G234 Mullard.............
GB? Mullartl..
6CA7IEI34 GE...
6L6GA Syvania..
ISSNTGT 3111:0111“
6VGGT Brima: .....
IZATTWC Syivmia.
6146B GE.
8550A GE...

7581 GF

.
.
£9.50
£1.00
£4.50
....£400
“£5.00
£15.00
£17.50
Flzﬂﬂ

c‘t PREMIUM- Our own BRAND from sawed worldwide am. processed

MARCONI 2019 Synthesized AWFM HEDGE" aim-10.101111111220011
R m 9N1Synlhaeimd 5'9 Gar: 15-52mm...........................
z

High Grade Audio Valves

G233 Mniiard

PHIJPS PM 5139
ﬁ g m a eynltlssinariFlliciim Generator
.tMHz-mlzlEE
aenew........................................ 125m

EIPIDANA Bilwluom Ftequuiq counter 20Hz- t

c

A2900 GEC._....
.
E301: Philips..."
£1011]
ECCSIICVWZ‘I- Mullard.
...£600
ECCSZICV‘l-OU3 MUIIIIItI.
..
.
ECCBS Mullard....
ESBCC 1111011310....
..£ .
EWWCV‘I-USS MDIIaIdIGEC....£S.50
ELS4 MIJIIEI‘CI...
. .
ELM GE (USA
0232 Mllilailri

THIS I S J U S T A W L E . MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE

mom. 9921 Flaquamy Counter 30H:

for

/

algal HamqmzlalmuzMAHCDNI Unive'sal Cnunlertiraaismc -WIL .......
1111001 Un'malcammrrmmswm

in our special facilityr to provide 10W noiselhumimicmplmny Pie—Amp valves and
Power Valves bm'nt——111 for improved stability and reliability

M

A10”
FAMEELUEZD HFPmIlmp. 1.5m 30111111.

MAI. illDDAbaalﬁlﬂn "lament 11111-111131...
FAFINEU. Isolating Tranlrmara
.
GUS“), 240V SOOVA, unused.

new
sen
£300

PIKE-AMP VALVES
ECCS EIIZATT......
EJCCSQJ'I 2AU7......
BCCSB!12AX7
ECCSSHU...

POWER VALVES could.
584m} 89A..
..
KT
ICI'RR”

KT38 (GOLD Q),..._

“IE6 OSCKLUWE l'ldl DIE Title Trace 1am:My EMILE“

BﬂUELS MOE" \I'IDI’SIKXI Emile! 3515mm

Comisiig a ExciterCnnlml 1047:13a 3 m m in miter
body 4602. plo ” W 400“!”
Other El 8. "swipinlent avaiahla

MOSCIEOWEWDUETWMWW ...........51555
m

m

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

OHSLLCIWPE "£203.? Dal Time M

Comm Tmm

OSCLLOSOOPE ”1205.8 M Trace MHZ W

WWW

”Murmaauaianb allnaalmapprammmm
sum nmmanqmalmm

sszcc (GOLD P1111“
2830C (GOLD P1111
Esscc (GOLD PIN)...

HP 141T with 55511 3. IF Plug—In 10MHz-1BGHL........
HP 1 4 1 T with 8548 E. 35523 50010424 250MHz...
HP 140T with 5554L A 655l 500KHZ-1 2.5136112
HP 1 4 1 T wilh 3556A & 35523 Bolt—3001012..
HP 140T with 6553i. 81 8552A “(Hz-110MHz
W
M TF2371) 30112-1 lQMHz
HP 1&0wilh 555851MKH2-15WMH2

.2

6511761"...
POWER VALVES
2A3 (0cm.)Oll' (4p1'n),.,
211...

HP 3582A 0.MHZ‘EEjIG‘IL...

This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability below ardemg.
CARIHIAGEEII misﬁts. TAT—lope addedtollotal ofGoodsarldCamage ...

STEWART of READING
11o WYKEHMI ROAD. READING, BERKS nee 1PL
TELEPHONE (0734

Callers Welcome yam—s

3008..
81 1A..
845...

OCTAL (CHASSIS)

ELMIGCAT"

"£1.50

4P1N (U114).-

ELMMBQL

..

.. n1

.

Add fit .00 per valve for matching if required
Plus Post & Packing £3.00 + VAT at 17 5% for UKIEumpe
Send Fax order with cheque or credit card details to:
-

16%M l
1Fa>z:£tli"34lmm.I11

pm Ilnmtlytn Fri 3”

.
£29.90

Chelmcr Valve 00.. 130 New [411111011 R11. Chetmsfoid. Essex CMZ ORG
Tel: (0245) 265865 Fax: (00.45) 490064

HIGH QUALITY PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
BY MAIL 0305/? 1
Our unique Mail Order system allows _

us to provide you with High Quality
Circuit Boards made to BS Spec. at
a fraction of the cost avilabte
commercially. Simply send your

order stating the type and quantity
required. along with either Artwork
or Gerber Cad Data.

QUANTITY

Sq In

2 Sides

1 Side

0-20

£8.00 ea

£5.00 ea

21-40

£10.00 ea

£7.00 ea

40-90

£15.00 ea

£11.00 ea

Spec: 1.6mm fibreglass. 1 oz Copper.
Non plated holes. Roller-Tinned finish.
REMEMBER TO ADD:

1-8

QUANTITY 9-20
Sq In

2 Sides

1 Side

0-20

£5.00 ea

£3.00 ea

PHOTOPLOTTING

£10.00

21—40

£7.00 ea

£4.00 ea

POST 8: PACKING

£5.00

40-90

£9.00 ea

£6.00 ea

Please allow 21 days for delivery.
Send a Cheque or Postal Order
along with your order to :

MAIL ORDER CIRCUITS,
Meridian Centre. KingStreet,
Oldham. 0L8 1EZ

Due to the nature of our system.
only Prototyping work can be

carried out. For information on other
commercial” orders. please phone
A0 Electronics on 0203 612341

VIEWDATA RETU RNSES madebyTandaa,indudestZOtlL'i
modertibcl. RGB and comp olp, printerport NoPSU£6 MAW
IBM PC CASE AND PSU Ideal baseforbu’iding yourcwn PC.
Ex equipment but OK. £14.00 each REF: IAGIAPZ
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get TWO 6"!6' 6v
130nm solar cells. 4 LED’s. wire. buzzer. witch ptus 1 relay or
rlwtorﬁiperb value kitiust £5.99 REF: MAGBPB
SOLID ST A'TE REMYS Will switdt 25A mains Input 152m
DC smaxﬂmrn with tiennind screws £3.99 REF WHO
MODPI M DTP MONITOR Brand new, TTLIECL Inputs. 15'
landscape, 1m1664 pixd complete with drcia‘t diag to help you
interlace witlt your projects JUST £124.99. REF MAGZSPI
U LTRAMINI BUG MK: 6mmx3.5mrn made by AKG,.5-11~
etedret condenser. CostEtZea. Our’Mourfor-39 REFMAGIOPZ
RGBICCNECAHTL COLOUR MONITORS 12' In good
condition. Back anodised Ind/at case. £99 each REF W 1
CX‘OW GAMES MACHINES retums so oir for spares or
repdrESl each (no games). REF MAGSPt

C84 COMPUTERS Retums. sookiorspares ehEe ref MAGQPZ
FUS ELACE LBHTS 3 toothy 4' panel 15' ihidt will: 3 panels
that glow yeanwhena voltagaieapplled. Oopdiornightlightsjrcnt
panels signsdleco etc. SCI-1009' per strip. E25 ref HAGZSPZ
ANSWER PHONES Returns with Ziatlls. we me you thebits
for 1 iaui'l. you have to tlnd the other yourself. BT R
2005
£13aa REF MAGiaPl . BT Response 400595 ea REF MAG2§P3
Su‘table power supplyES REF MAG§P12
SWTI'CI'IED MODE PSU ex equip. 60w rev @5A. ~5vQSA.
+12v@2A.—12v@.5A 1mm cased 243mm IECli'puI
scorer £6.99 REF MAG7P1
PLUG IN PSU 91! zoom DC £2.99 each REF MAGSPB
PLUC IN ACORN PSU 19v Arc 14w £2.99 REF MA63P10
POWER SUPPLY idly casedwiln mains and trip leads 17v Dc
900mA output. Bargdn price £599 ref MAGBPQ
ACORN ARCHIIEDES PSU +5»: 9 MA onlotrsw uncasad,
selectwte mains input. 145x10€hi45mm £7 REF MAG‘IPZ

CEBER COUNTER KIT Low cost professional twin TADS,
complete with PCB and components £29 REF MAG29P1
SINCLAIRCS 13' wheels complatewilh tube. tyre and cyde style
beating £6 ea REF MAmPtD

AA HEAD PACK encapsulated paoti of 8 AA rricad bIt'ies
(lagged) ex eqtl'p. m m . £3 a pack. REF MAGSPIT
13.81! ‘I.SA psu cased wittr leads. Just £9.99 REF MAGtOP3
300K 6.25 brand new hair height happy drives iBMcompaiible
industry standard Just £8.99 REF MAiGTP3

PPCMODEM CARDS. These are high specpiugin cardsmade

BUEB’S
BUBESTQII BOARD
100MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPES
JUST £259
RING FOR DETAILS

MASSIVE

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS Made it: HI FI taleviions
these are 10 watt4Rq made 4' round with large
shielded magnets Good qualty general purpose speaker.
E2 each REF: MAOZPA cm for £6 REF: new:
TWEEI’ERS 2' diarneiergood quality irrieetat' 140R (ok with
above speaker) 2 fcr£2 REF: m2”cr4 ior£3 REF: IADSM

AT KEYBOARD:MadebyApiiootuiesequarhykeyaoams need
iustasrnall modiﬁcation to mncn anyAT.ihey work perfectly butyou
2:32;; to put up with 1 or 2 iore'gn keycaps! Price £5 REF:

XT KEYBOARDS Mixed types. sortie returns. settle good. some
foreign etc but all good for sparesl Price is 22 each REF:IA62PS
or 4 for £6 REF: IrAceru
PC CASESAgdnmixadtypas scycu Wachame nation. at
the pile £12 REF;IA012 arm tire sarnei‘orm REF: MARION

CWMODORE MCRODRNE SYSTEM mini storage

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE

FANTASTIC £20.00 REDUCTION
REFURBISHED PC BASE UNITS
COMPLETE WITH KEYBOARD
FROM ONLY £ 2 9 . 00

AMSTRAD 1512 BASE UNITS
GUARANTEED
PERFECT WORKING ORDER.
A LOW COST INTRODUCTION TO THE HOME COMPUTER MARKET.

AMST RAD 15123D
1512 BASE UNIT, 5.25" FLOPPY DRIVE AND
KEYBOARD. ALI. YOU NEED is A monnorr AND
POWER SUPPLY. WAS £49.00

NOW ONLY £29.00
REF: MA629

AMSTRAD 1512DD
1512 BASE UNIT AND KEYBOARD AND TWO

device for 064‘54 tines tastier titan disc drives. 10 times faster
tlnn twee. Complete unitjust £12 REF:IA612P1

SCHOOL STRPPERS We have quite a few or the m
urtts which are 'returns‘ as they are quite comprehensive units
they could beusedfcrctt-ierproiectsetc. Let uslo'row how manyyou
need atjust 50p a unit {minimum 10).

HEADPHON ES ‘IEP These areerrVirgirr Alanlic. You can have
8 pairs for £2 REF: MAGZPS
PROXIAITY SENSORS Theseara small PCB's with what took
litteasource and sensor LEDononeend ahdlotsdcomporrentsorr
the rastolthe PCB. Cor-horde withttyleads. Padrct5£3 REF: HAG:
m or 20 form REF: ”DUN
SNOOPERS EAR? Original made to clip over the ea'place of
telephone to amplliy the sound-It also works ditto wdl on the cute
rttnril‘ig dong the will Price is £5 REF: MAGSPT'

Dos PACKS Microsoft verdon 3.3 or "after complete with air
manuals or price lira £5 REF: HAG!" Worth it just tor the very
comprehensive manual 525' only.

DOS PACK Microsoft version 5 Orlgmt software but no mantrals hence only £3 REF: Imam 525' oily.
POREBN DOS 3. 3-Gennan,Fremh,ttaIan at: £2 a padtwith
menu. 53' only. REE-m
CTMWOOLOURMONITOR. MadehworkwlththeCPCitﬁiI
home computer. Standard RGB input so will work with other machines Reiurbisbed £59.00 RElABSD
PIR DETECTOR Made by famous UKalarm manufadurorttteae
are hI spec, long range internal mite. 12v operalon. Sight merits on
case and unboxed (although brand near) £8 REF: more

WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO AMiFtr radiccanpiete

forthe Arnslrad laptop compilers. 2400 baud dial ll) urit complete
with leads Clearance price is£5 REF: NAOSPT
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS Originally madetor
hl spec sataiite equipment DIR parted Ioral sortscf rancte control
P M Our clearance price isiust£2 REF: NAG2
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR GUIDE. A
very useful book for ﬁnding equivalenttranslstors. Ieadouts. specs
on. £20 REF: MAG20P1

5.25" 360K DRIVES. ALLYOU NEED isA Mormon
AND POWER supe WAS £59.00

with hand charger and solar patient-214 REF: MAGI4P1
COMMODORE 64 TAPE DRNES Circtorner retums at EA
REFtMAGQPQ Fullytestiadandworidng unitsareEtZ REF: HAGIZPS

NOW ONLY £39.00

COIPUTER TERMINALS complete with screen. keyboard

80M}? POWER PANELS

Gales filled with at 13A plug on one end. cdale the other. Ideal for
prq‘ads. Inwccstmanufacturing etc Padtoi10tu£3 RE F: W W 8
Pact: at room REF: MAGZDPS

SNICLAIRCE MOTORSWe haveatew left will-out gearboxes.

SFI' X TFT TDWATT GLASS PANELS
14.5VI700mA
NOW AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER

SURFACENOUNT STRPPEROr'lglndly made aesorneform

Theseare 12vDC3.300rpm6'itAt'. 1:4' OPsha‘ft. £25 REF: IAOES
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLL. KTT Designed by us
for the above motor but stitable tor any 12v motor to to 30A
Completewith PCB etc A neat ankmaybe required. £17.00
REF: m1?

VIDEO SENDERUNI'I'. Transmit:both audicand video signals
irorneithar avideocl'nera. vidoorecorder. NorOomputeretcto
anyslandardiVsetina tDO'rarige!(hrneTvtoa spare channd) 12v
DCop. PnceisE15REF:m15 12vpsuis£5eortra REF: NAGSPZ

“HA CORDLESS MDROPHONE Srndl hand held unitwilh a
500‘ rartgel 2tranernlt power levels. Reqs PPS 9v battery. Tunemle
to any FM receiver, Pitca Is £15 REF: INST 5P1
LOW COST WALKIE TAL KI“ Perot battery operated units
will: a range otabout 2w. ideal for garden use ores an educational
my. Price is £8 a pair REF: MAG 3P1 2 x PP?- req'd.
‘MINATU RE RADIO TRANSCENERB A pair or wdlde
titties with a range of up to 2 ldla'rrelres in even courtly. Units
maesuieZZxﬁioornmﬁanpielewitticasesardearpiecesm
reg'd. 90.00 pair REF: M630 .
COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into
separate H sync. V sync. and video. 12v DC. £8.00 REF: WPZ.
LONG PRINTER ASSEABLIES MadebyN-ndrad they are
enlre mechanical printer assemblies including printnead, stepper
mobrsetcdicrniacteverything bartlieceseandatecticnics. agood
shipped £5 REF: MAGSPS or 2for£8 REF: IAOBP:

SPEAKERWIRE Brown 2core100fod hankEZ REF: MAGZPt
LED PACK 01' 100 standard red 5m leds £5 REF IAGSH
JUC KEI'TLE ELBAENT good general purpose heatirg element [acorn 2w) ideal for heaing projeds. 2 fcr£3 REF: mos
UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with Iyieads.
switch. fan etc. Two types avallale 150w at £15 REFMAGtSPZ
(23am) and 200w at £20 REF: MAG‘JOPS (23:23rr23mn1]
‘m TRANSM ITTER nousadlna standard world'ng 13Aadqateril
tin bug rune diracliyoifthemainsaolasts iorerarlwhypayETOUP or
price is£26 REF: MAG26 Transrrrits to any FM radio.
*FI BUG KIT New design with P08 ernbeddad coil for extra
stabiity. Worlrsto any FM ratio. 9v battery req‘d.£5 REF: MAGSPS

and R5232Inpulicumut. Ex equipment. Price is £27 REF: MAGZT

REF: MAGS?

MAIIS CABL“ These arez ccrestandard Hadt2h'ratre mains

£33.95
amazon 'ECIAL PACIAONO GIMDE)

TOP QUALITY AMmHOUS SLICON CELL! HAVE ALMOSI A
TIMELESS LIFESPAN WITH AN NFINITE NUMBER OF POﬁBLE
APPLICATIONS. SOME OF WHICH MAV' BE CAR BATTERY
CHARGNG. FOR USE ON BOATS OR CARAVANS on ANYWHERE A PORTABLE 12V WPPLY IS REQUITED. REP: MAG“

Brand new. UNUSED lop qually Famous brand
licensed software discs. Available in 5.25' DSDD or 5.25"
HD only. You buy the dlakcrnd ilcornae with free BRAND
N EW UNUSED SOFTWARE. We are actuallyeelllng you the
ﬂoppydisc foryour own 'MEGACHEAP' storagafacttlflaa.
ityou happento goisoflware that you wantlnaed/lkaas
well........ you got a 'MEGA BARGAIN' tool
ocoo omen.” ler': union rmtrtt £16.00 lll': more

WWE BUY SURPLUS STOCK£££££££
TURN YOUR SURPLUS met: me CASH.
IMMEDIATE mam. WE vim ALSO QUOTE FOR
COMPLETE FACTORY CLEARANCE.

1994 CATALOGUE.
PLEASESENDtSP,M SIZEIJSAEFORYOURFREECOPY.
m m m u m . m m m m , s m ,

VELCRO 1 metre length of each side 20mm wide (quot way or
fitting Iot'tamporary jobs etc) £2 REF: IAD2P3
MAGNETIC ACITATORS Conaising oia cased mains motor
with lead. Theincur has trtro magnatsfmedtoa robrthatspln round
inside. Tharaar'edsoz plastic covered magnets euppied. Madetor
runotelysirrtrgiqu'dsl youmayMwamaewtﬂElAGm

ALARM BEACONSZenon strabemadato mountori art extremal
but box but could be used for caravans etc. 12v operation. Just
corn-tact up and It flashes regrlariy)£5 REF: MAG5P11

alann panel 35m1$x80rnmymh trey. Ccrrree with electronics but
no lnbrmailon. sale price 7.99 REF: MAGBPG

SUPER SEE HEATSINKSupem qurlity aluminium mm.
365 ii 163 x 61mm. 15 tins enable high heat dsdpatton. No hdesl
sale price £5.99 REF: MAGEPtt
R O T E CONTROL PCB These are receiver boards for
garage door opening systems. You may have another use? EA ea
REF: MAGGPE

0"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v realistomm
130mA. Bargain pncejint £5.99 ea REF MABSPT').
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metrestor £49
refMAGSP13 Ideal for uperimailteial minted-212.99 IetMAGiaPt
LOPTX Llne output transtorrners believed to be for hl res colour
rnoritct'lbut useful forgetting high voltagesfrah lcw onesl E2each
REF: MAGZPIZ bumper pad( of 10 for£12 REF: MAB12P3.

SHOP OPEN 9-5.30 SIX
DAYS A WEEK
PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR

£49.99

Sippiled to detective agencies. 9v battery req’d. E14 REF: MACH
TALKING COINBOX STRPPER onglnarly made to rate] at
£79 each. theseﬁ-r'ils are designed to convert and ordnary phone
Intoa payphone. The urrtts have the lodismlsstng and sometimes
brotiien hinges. However they can be adapted for their origind use
or used for something else?! Price is just £3 REF: MAGS"

IWWAT'TMOSFEI' PAIRSarnespeoaa 2sm3and28u13

MICROWAVE TIER Electronic limeritrith rdey output attach
to make enlarger liner at: £4 REF: MAGI1P4
MOBILE CAR PHONE “.98 Well dmostl corriplcte In car
phone excluding the box oialactrorics norrndly hidden under seat.
Can be made to illuminate with 12v dso has built in Ilgla sensor so
dispiayonlyillumihamswhendant Tmatyccnvinc'ny REF: MAGBPB

PETE ALARM CONTROL PANEL Holt quality meld used

FREE SOFTWARE!

'FM BUG BUILT AND TESTED stperior design to kit.

(8A,140v,100ir) 1 Nchannat. 1 Pohanheiﬁaapdr REF: MABSPZ

of high frequency ampliiiar (main chip Is a TSA5611T 1 m
synthesizer) but good stripper value, an excelerrt way to playwifh
surface mount components £1.00 REF: MAG1P1.

cotter-reads

PLUS VAT.
' warty

A Hand held personal Gamma and x Ray detector. This unlt contains two Geiger Tubes. has a 4
digit lCD dispicry with Cl Piezo speaker. giving an
audio visual Indication. The unit detects high
energy electromagnetic quanta with an energy
from 30K eV to over 1.2M eV and a measuring
range 0159999 U t or 10-99990 Nrr'h. Supplied
complete with handbook.

REF: MAGSO

A de-ionised water

level detector by

Sunset
Sﬂl'lec

V66l-‘llHdV

E

8

NOLLOVu! SOINOHLOS'IH

Edward Barrow

his project started its life over
dinner with my potential father—
in—law who is a chemist. Being
an absent minded chemist in the classical

vane he was having problems when his
‘water de—ioniser’ overflowed due to lack

of attention. So he asked me i f I could

To understand the working of this
circuit it is best to glance at the block
diagram in Figure 1. As this project was
designed for use with de—ionised water
certain problems had to be overcome,
the main one being its high resistance.
This arises because the process of deionising by its nature involves
the removal of the very charged
particles which are responsible
for its conducting properties. A
second problem is that the
currents passing through the

solution must not create new
ions and thus re-ionise the
water.
This latter problem can be
remedied by using an AC
current to sense as it produces
no resulting current. The high
- resistance of the water is

come up with a potential solution to his
problem, modern form of ‘dowry’ I
suppose. This I felt obligated to do not
for the sake of his daughter’s hand but
rather because he was footing the bill!

in sensing. So some pull down
impedance is needed. Another,
unexpected problem can be caused by
pick up from across the two wires that
are used to connect the circuit to the
sensors. This I found out when I used
screened wire for connecting the sensor

to the board. Unfortunately this has a
capacitance 'of about 320pF per meter
and so relays the signal from output to
input even when there is no liquid to act
as a conductor. This is especially true for
the edges of a nice clean square wave, as
it contains higher harmonics. It does not

need a fertile imagination to see that this
will play havoc with any AC detection
system further on. To counter these

tendencies the sharp edges (the higher
harmonics) are ﬁrstly removed by
lowpass ﬁltering. Also to calm down the
input impedance with respect to AC

countered by using a high input

some capacitance has been included, this

impedance buffer on the
returning signal. This minimises

helps mitigate the effects of stray

"

capacitance and mains pick-up.

'-

the current drawn by the sensor

Detection of the AC signal is done by
means of an active peak detection system.
This is basically built around a diode ‘
which feeds a capacitor (memory). Here

through the liquid. On the other hand
however using AC as your medium does
mean that the resulting detector is prone
to mains 501-12 pick—up. This problem is
made worse by the high impedance used

the diode only conducts when the input '
signal is higher than the previous one, so

m

capacitor remains the same. A resistor to
ground is used to reset the capacitor. The

l
n
o

the highest one is retained by a capacitor

which acts as a memory. If the input is
less than the previous one then the diode
does not conduct and the value across the

n

ﬂ

preﬁx “active” only implies that an opamp is used to cure the problems caused
by the 0.7 volt diode drop.
A comparator is used to compare this
DC output with that of a set voltage, and

sounds.

The noise in this circuit is generated by
using 2 oscillators feeding into each other,
The ﬁrst generates a 21-12 square wave and
this is used to turn on and off a second
oscillator which oscillates at 38001-12. The
latter feeds the piezo sounder.

Construction
This circuit can be powered by a PP3 9V
battery or an equivalent DC sOurce. A

79L05 has been used to generate a ’
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its output is used to trigger the sounding

part of the circuit. So when the AC signal
rises above a certain set level the alarm

ground line roughly at the midpoint. A

negative regulator was used as it sinks

and the problem of surface tension
causing a ﬁlm of water to stick over the
tracks even after the level of the water
has receded. Some silicone repellent can
also be smeared between the tracks as an
added protection against this.
Separate the copper tracks where

NOLLOVlJ!
'SOINOHLOE'IH

required firstly. Then solder in the link
wires, diodes and resistors. After this the
IC sockets, capacitors, presets and the
regulator. Make sure the capacitor
polarities are the right way round. Also
be sure to tie the unused CMOS inputs

to ground to prevent problems. [(35 can
then be plugged in and the circuit tested.

Testing and Setting u p
The osciilators can be tested easily with
a ‘seope and the 2H2 one with a meter.
To test the peak detector short out the
sensor and observe its output which

should go from lowr to high. By the way
the alarm should also sound at the same

'

malltidb‘

g

time. If not check the polarity of the

diodes are correct.
Only two presets need to be adjusted.
The ﬁrst V R l adjusts the triggering level

'
of the alarm so it is quite easy to set.
Place the sensor in the liquid in question
and set it so the alarm just sounds, then
turn it a little further to be sure of
consistent operation. Remove the sensor.
dry if necessary, and the alarm should go
off. The second preset has been

explained before and adjusts the alarm
frequency.

.

h
W

removed the central track to make it
more immune to dirt forming a bridge

M

to make the sensor (see Figure.2). I

x

is an important criterion for insuring
stability. A piece of veroboard was used

l1

current better than a positive one which

of Hard Disc Drives, mainly IDE

typs, thus enabling you to easily set
up the BIOS on your machine when

=

._

you install a replacement drive. Listed
by Make and Model, it gives the parameters for the Type, Capacity, Cylinders, Heads,
Sectors per Track etc. If you need to know the parameters of a drive then this book is for you.
Just £5.95 inclusive. Order Code MP- 247.
The above is just one of hundreds of Rehnical and

Repair books we publish. From Valve Data to Video
Recorders with everything else in between. We also
have what is probably the largest range of Service
Manuals available anywhere, for practically any Make,
Model, lype 01' Age of equipment.

.................................................................................................................... X

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (EA247),
47A High Street, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4D].
7b]:— 0844351694 FaX.'- 0844 352554.
Please forward your latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 x lst Class Stamps.
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EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING (U.K.)
ROWAN HOUSE, WOODLANDS ROAD, RILLINGTON, MALTON, YO17 8LD, N YORKSHIRE
SALES AND INFORMATION HOTLINE
Subject to availability despatch is
All prices are exclusive of VAT @ 17.5%

normally etlected within 2 days from
and UK mainland delivery Expert orders
receipt of cleared payment. Please allow
are welcome. Please call for carriage
3' working days for cheque clearance. Ali
to country of destination. Payment by
orders will be fulfiled within 28 days
cheque, bankers draft. cash or
unless otherwise notiﬁed.
postal orders.
E 3. OE All prices stbiect to change without notice. Please call before ordering. Goods are not applied on atrial h a s .

0944 - 758989
FAX: 0944 - 758989

TOP 0%LITY DEALSL’
m

386 SX-dOMI-IZ
3060X-40MHZ
485$X-25MHZ
4860X-33MHZ
ﬂGDX-SOMHZ

IIBSDLC-JOMHZ

MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA

£520.00
$596.00
£635.00
£717.00
£695.00
:ETI5.00
£832.00
£912.00
£934.00
$1014.00
£734.00
£814.00

m n e w

£635.00
:2711.00
£650.00
£726.00
£710.00
£786.00
£847.00
£923.00
£949.00
$1024.00
£749.99
$824.00

£550.00
£725.00
£665.00
£745.00
£725.00
£805.00
£862.00
£942.00
£954.00
$1044.00
£764.00
$2844.00

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE: MINI TOWER OF. DESK TOP CASE WITII DIGITAL SPEED DISPLAY. 3.5” FIDPPY DRIVE (1,44MB), 5.25' (1.21113) FLOPP'Y
DISK DRIVE, 2 SERIAL'H PARALIEUIGAMES PORT, 102 KEY UK KEYBOARD. MICROSOFT COM? MOUSE, ' 3 YEAR WARRANTY, M5 DOS 5, MS WINDOWS
3.1. ALL SYSTEMS ARE SOAK TESTED FOR“ HRS.

MOTH ERBOARDS
ecmoo anssx-aoq
ecmoi anscmwuzmax CACHE
ecmoz Asssxzsmiz VLB 256K CACHE
Ecmoa msmmuz VLa 256K cAcHe
56mm 4ssoxaaMHz v1.3 256K CACHE
ecmos moxaoMHz VLB 256K CACl-E
Ecmoa momma vLe 56K CACIE
some? 456m Hz vua a. come

S O F TWA R E
£62.00
mm
£141.00
mom
£275.00
2290.00
canon
£162.00

H A R D DISK DRIVES
ECMIDG 120MB IDE CONIER
ECMIOQ 170MBIDE CONDER

£153.00
£169.00

ECMIIO 210MB IDECONNER
ECMIII 250MB IDE CWPER
ECM112 330MB IDE CONPER

£173.00
2170.00
£210.00

ECM113 IGB FAST SCSI-2 FUJITSU

£640.00

MEMORY
ECMI 14 256K SIMMS MODULE
ECMI 15 1MB SIMMS MODULE TONS
ECM1164MB SIMMS MODLLEBDNS

£CALL
[CALL
ECALL

LATEST D E S I G N C A S E S
ECM117 DELUXE DESKTOP
ECM118 DELUKE SUMLINE CASE
ECMI 19 DELUXE MINITOWER
ECM120 DEUJKE FULLTOWER
ECMIZI DELUXE MULTIMEDIA

£45.00
€52.00
£48.00
£80.00
£87.00

KEYBOARDS
ECM122 102 KEY UK KEYBOARD

£14.00

ECM123 HIGH OUAUTYICOFPORATE} KEYBOARD
ECM124 CHERRY KEYBOARD

£22.00
£26.00

ADD-ON CARDS
ECMISI IIOCARD 2SI1PI1G
£11.00
ECMI32|DE CARD 2HDI‘2FD WITH CABLES
£11.00
EOM133 I N A IIOCAFID 2HDf2FDI'25flPIIG WITH CABLES £14.00
ECMISA IDE CACHE CWTROLLER ZHDIZFD
£62.00
ECM‘IS AEEPTK: 15420 SCSI HIGH PERFORMANCE KIT £192.00

COMMS PRODUCTS
ecmas FAWODEM 9600mm WITH BITFAX FOR 005 £49.00

ECIMJI FAXMCDEII 9600:2400 WITH BITFAX FOR DOSNINJCWS £57.00
ECM130 POCKET FAXIMODEM 960012400
£57.00

MONITORS
EOM154 MONO VGA 1" MONITOR
EOM155 COLOUR SVGA 14' MONITOR
EOMISG COLOIH SVGA 1" NON INTERLACED
E04115? COLOUR SVGA 15' NON INTERLACED
ECM15I COLOUR SVGA 17' NON INTERLACED

£85.00
£169.00
£152.00
ECALL
£560.00

ECM1$3 MS DOS V5.0
ECMIM MS 005 V6.0
ECMIBS MS WINDOWS V3.1
ECM175 MS DOS V3.3 (FOREIGN) GERMAN 5.25“ ONLY
ECMITG MS DOS V3.3 (FOREIGN) FRENCH 525' ONLY
ECMI‘I'T MS DOS V3.3 {FOREIGN} ITALIAN 5.25' CINLIII

TELECOM PRODUCTS
£25 00
£37.00
£33.00
£22.00
£22.00
£22.00

C D T [T L ES
ECMISO WORLD ATLAS CD
ECM151GUINESS DISC OF RECORDS 1993 CD
ECM152 WORLD VIEW WITH VIDEO FOR WINDOWS
ECM153 KODAK PHOTO CD ACCESS SOFTWARE
ECM166 AA HOTELS A RESTAURANTS
ECMIS? SHAREWARE OVERLOAD
ECM168 PUBLISHERS DREAMS
ECMIGB WIN PLATINUM
ECM170 WORLD FACT BOOK '03
ECM171 WINDOWS MASTER
ECM172 BUSINESS MASTER 2ND EDITION
ECM173 VIDEO MVIE GUIDE '93
ECMI‘I'A TOQWORKS REFERENCE LIBMRY

£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£35.00
£25.00
£25.00
£22.00
£22.00
£35.00
£25.W

DISPLAY C A R D S
ECM139 MONO CARD WITH PRINTER PORT
ECMMO VGA CARD 256K
ECMHI 16 BIT SVGA CARD 512K
ECMNZ TRIDENT 89000L 15 BIT SVGA 1MB
ECMI-Ia TSENG LAB ETm 1MB 16.7MB OOLWRS

HEW
£35.03
£39.00
£52.13
£64.”

P R I NT E R S
ECMIES HP DESKJET 510
ECMIZB HF DESKJET 550
ECM127 HP LASERJET 4!.
ECM12B PANASONIC KXP1123 24 PIN DOT MATRIX
ECM129 CANON BJ1OSX BUBBLE JET
ECM130 PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE

£239.00
£110.00
£492.00
£130.00
213‘00
22.00

M U LTI M E DI A
ECM144 MITSUMI CD ROM l INTERFACE CARD
£125.00
ECM1-6 W O W DUALSPEEDCDRW OCHF‘LETENT £150.00
ECMHS SOIN DBLASTER V2 COMPATIBLE WITH SPEAKES £45.00
ECM147 SOUNDBLASTER Pm WITH CD INTERFACE
£02.00
ECMMB AMPUFIED POWER SPEAKERS
£24.00
ECMHQ VIDEO CAPTURE CARD AND VIDEO FOR WNDCWS 215.00
ECIMI'B MICROSOFT CWPATIBLE MOUSE
£14.00
ECMWQ ANALOG JOYS‘RCK [REQUIRES GAMES PORT} moo

FLOPPY DRIVES
ECMIW 3.5‘ IAAMB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
ECM161 5.25‘ 1.21015 FLOPP‘I' DISK DRIVE
ECM162 FLOPF'Y DRIVE MOUNTING KIT

£32.00
£40.00
£7.00

UAFORTUNATELY WEARE LMMBLE TO LIST OM FLU. LINEN
TELECOM PRODUCTS AS IT IS SO LARGE. BELOWISA LISTING
OF CATEGORIES, FULL USTS ARE AVAILABLE BY
TELEPHONEIFAX.
S TANDARD AND FEATURE PHONES
SPECIAL APPLICATICW PHOAES
OPERA TOR HEADSETS
SPECIAL ENVIRUVMENT TELEPHONE?NOVELTY 8 CLOCK RADIO E M S
DECORATIVE TELEPHONES
ANSWERING MACHINES
ANSWERING MACHIAE TAPES C ACCESSMIES
CORDLESS TELEPHONES
CORDLESS ACCESSORIES BATTERIES .l AERI'ALS
6T2 DIGITAL CORDLESS TELEPHONES
FULL RANGE OF CELLULAR TELEPHGIIES
RADIO FACING SYSTEMS {WIDE AREA}
RADIO PAGING SYS TENS (LOCAL AREA)
FA YPHOVES
PA YPHONE ACCESSGIIES
FACSIMILE MACHINES
FAX SWITCHES 8 MODEMS
BUSINESS TELEPI-DNE SYSTEMS
CALL EARRING DEVICES
AUDIO A VISUAL INDICATORS
VOCE MAIL SYSTEMS
FROM-DEMAND SYSTEMS
FULL UNE OF OFFICE PRWIA‘JTS (COHERS EI'G}
SECURITY PRODUG TS
SWING $00M
VIDEOCONFERENGIAG SYSTEM
CALI. METERING DEVICE (TELAMETAJ
CALLER IDENTIFICATIW {SUBJECT TO APPROVAL;

EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING OFFERS
YOUR ULTIMATE LINE OF SUPPLY!!!
THE ULTIMATE SERVICE!!!
VERY COMPEITI'IVE PRICES!!!
AND THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS II!

SALES 8: INFORMATION HOTUNE 24 Hrs
ALSO PRODUCT DETAILS & LATEST PRICES
AVAILABLE BY FAX-ON-DEMAND CALL FROM
A FAX MACHINE AND PRESS START WHEN
REQUESTED 09114 - 758939

TRADE 8: CORPORATE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Mike Meechan gets

to grips with
another pre—amp

design for the hi—fi

The cartridge.

eaders anfaix with the

discs and mechanical recording!

audiophile archives, music libraries and

Audiophile RIAA project of

retrieving systems have been around for
over one hundred years. and much of the
music of famous composers, orchestras,
bands, and the sounds of historical '

radio stations, as well as in the homes of

totally be re-reoorded using modern-day I

events have only been captured in the
intricate excursions of the analogue
record groove. The format persists in the
I countless millions of discs hoarded in

digital techniques. so it remainsof vital '
importance that the art of preserving, '
restoring and reproducing such material I
remains both in the present, and in years - '

the ﬁrst issue of EIA (October
1993) are probably wondering why I
omitted a moving coil stage from said
preamp. There are two reasons. Firstly,
I’m a firm believer in the minimalist
approach to engineering. Being a Scot,
money — and the saving thereof - is a
subject very dear to m y heart. It follows
that any project that I‘m involved in is

engineered with cost uppermost in mind
-

-this isn’t to say that I abandon all
performance considerations because they

e—‘b
Driver

keeping the bank manager happy about
my approach to the more fiscal aspects
of everyday life. It could be summed u p
in one rather naff, advertising
copywriters phrase - performance for
peanuts...Furthermore, I chose not to
include a front end stage suitable for
moving coil cartridge preampliﬁcation

because it would have cost more and
would - I then thought - have minimal
appeal. Readers of magazines such as
this are susceptible to the same pressures
and temptations as everybody else. To
use the vernacular, “Where am I coming

from?” Read on.
We’ve already mentioned the major
technological upheaval that the sound

recording industry has undergone in the
few years since the birth of digital
optical storage and retrieval systems for

audio. Despite all of the excellent
attributes of CD, and there are indeed
many, analogue recordings using vinyl

personal devotees. _
The contents of such discs can never '

-- to come. Aﬁcionados of the format
must remain optimistic that the

_

apparatus necessary to continue

doing so remains for the foreseeable -.
I

future, and beyond.

One of the unassailable attractions

depend, ultimately, on cost. Rather, I’ll
look for ways to achieve a certain level
of performance in a given ﬁeld, whilst

of the CD format must be that it is
great for the AVERAGE listener. It's robust, the discs themselves will
- tolerate SOME abuse, there are no I _

pops or clicks, and cuing up and

noon
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enthusiast.

'

playing a disc requires absolutely no
manual dexterity whatsoever. So
'

damaged toneanns and styli become _ I

Loudollmmnm

a thing of the past...
But vinyl, too, has its strengths. _

Some audiophiles claim that they

I

what is presently a very topical subject.
Unfortunat ely the tide has now
turned sufficiently that I face a

claim. Whatever your beliefs on the

somewhat uphill struggle.
It remains a sad fact of life that

proponents would be hard-pushed not to

admit that the reproduction of sound

subject, it‘is regarded as fact that the

Compact Disc has all but displaced vinyl

harmonics of certain instruments - piano

from the shelves of the retail outlets, and

from a vinyl pressing approaches
perfection. Nevertheless, where these

sales of CD and cassette, despite the
bizarre pricing
anomaly, far

limitations are appreciated, the attraction
of the vinyl disc format, and the scope

and violin, for instance - extend into
frequencies above
the accepted ceiling
.

of the human beings

outstrip those of

for improveme nt, can be seen (or heard). '

cars - ie 20kHz.
Proponents of

the vinyl format.
The classical

analogue claim,

From Needle to
Loudspeaker

labels - Nimbus

therefore, that it is
something of a
backward step to
stop frequencies
above a certain

initially, followed
closely by
Deutsche
Grammophon were the ﬁrst to

The creation of the recording itself, the
design of the apparatus required to

Flag;

threshold when it’s
taken over a

hundred years for
analogue technology
to advance
sufﬁciently to be
able to reproduce them.
It is for this reason, that
the low sampling frequency of the
format means that the reproduction of
CD can be perceived as unnatural

Eight.e0"

F

‘

announce that
future recordings

would be available
only on CD or
cassette. and back
...
catalogue on vinyl
would be available only until
stocks were exhausted. More
recently, this is happening with all new

releases, and the only way to track dOWn
prized and treasured old vinyl is via the

because all sounds above a 20kHz
maximum are ﬁltered out.

second-hand shop or the collectors
fayres.

Rebellion of the Record
Lover

It is to these misguided, wellmeaning miscreants of the audiophile
world that this project is dedicated — if
you look very closely, you’ll see that my

Because of these problems, inherent at
present to some compact disc

reproduction systems, there are a certain
number of Luddite listeners, for want of
a better phrase, who still happen to like
and believe in vinyl. Put another way,
these miscreants think it better that CD
coexist happily with the old and quaint

format known as vinyl. Not for us (yes, I
count myself among them) the vast vinyl
sell-off (or SELL-OUT). We believe, that
it is much better to improve the
component parts of the analogue system,

and continue using it as a viable high
ﬁdelity alternative (or complement) to CD.
Articles in the main are either provinyl and anti~CD, or unequivocally

tongue is very ﬁrmly in my

cheek...However, before presenting the _
project, it is worthwhile to look at the
labour of love that is the low-noise
designer’s realisation of a high
performance, moving-coil preamp. As a
slight, but pertinent aside, the project
was named The Alchemist because there
seems to have been so much myth and

folklore associated with the magic that is
low noise design, a discipline that
seems, for many audio engineering
students, to a have its roots morein
black art than science. It is the purpose
therefore, of the preliminary part of this

extract this information (the cartridge),

and ﬁnally, getting the information off
the disc are the cause of many problems
which must be surmounted if the system
is to be successful and the resulting
sound acceptable.
As far as electromagnetic
transducers, the one found at the end of
a tonearm has a much harder life than
most of its family. In addition to
converting the groove modulations of '
the record into an electrical signal, it
must also support the tonearm.
The transducer can be called any one
of a number of names - phono pickup,
phono cartridge, or needle. The method
by which the cartridge converts energy
determines the classiﬁcation under
which it falls. Under the piezoelectric

classiﬁcation comes the inexpensive,
low—ﬁ and utterly avoidable crystal and
ceramic types. Moving magnet (MM),
moving coil (MC), and induced magnet
(moving iron), on the other hand, are

known as electrodynamic—lype
cartridges. These types use the principle
that when a magnetic field intersects a

wound coil, an electric current will be
generated. While moving magnet
cartridges have a magnet attached to the
stylus tube or cantilever, and the coils

are stationary, moving coil types work
on the opposite principle, with the
magnet ﬁxed and the coils moving. (The
moving iron type uses a magnet and coil
which are ﬁxed, and a slug of soft

paper to dispel some of these myths
before presenting the reality in the form
of a tangible audio project.
Firstly, we must look at what is

sufﬁciently that the various materials

involved in getting audio information, in
a mechanical form, onto and ultimately
from the disc in question.

which might one day have found their
way into the stylus assembly — cactus
needles, whale bones, all kinds of

so. Perhaps some of you out there

A Short History

belong to this youthful fraternity and it

Around the l870's, Thomas Edison used
a cylindrical phonograph and aluminium

name but a few - have all been
superseded!
Because of the interaction of magnet
and coil in these types of cartridges, any

vice—versa. It is the purpose of this
article to extol the virtues of vinyl and
perhaps broaden the minds of some of
our readers who are, perhaps, CD
junkies through and through. A new

generation of engineers and
technol0gists appears every ten years or

hasn‘t occurred to you to give vinyl a
fair crack of the whip. I hope that I can,

foil to reproduce sound. The “ﬂat disc

magnetic iron which moves instead of

the magnet, and is magnetised by it).
Happily, technology has advanced

metals, gemstones, plastics and wood, to

APRIL1994

difference. It’s a very controversial

subject - scientists versus subjectivists and blind AIB listening tests have been
used in an effort to prove or disprove the

recording”, as it was called, didn't
appear until 1887, and it is Emil Berliner
who is accredited as being the inventor
of a format which has persisted until the
present day. Even the most fervent

9

change your minds, but if this isn't the »
case, at least raise some awareness of

ELECTRONICSin ACTION

prefer vinyl discs to CD for one reason
and one reason only - they can hear the

ampliﬁer sees a decidedly non-linear
source impedance at its input. With
reference to Faraday's law of induction,
induced voltage is proportional to the
relative velocity of both the magnet and
coil parts of the assembly.
The design of the cartridge must

(statically or dynamically) in cm/dyn or
pm/mN. with a lower compliance figure
equating to a stiffer suspension system.

mechanical or electrical losses into the

Dynamic compliance gives us the means
to calculate the resonant frequency of
the tonearmlcartridge assembly, and so

system. The most widely-used method is
to introduce friction into the cantilever
suspension assembly using rubber

measure the effective mass of the
tonearm. Compliance is calculated as

ensure that a linear relationship exists
between the position of the stylus

follows;

cantilever assembly and the magnetic

Where:

ﬂux (since the signal voltage generated
at any instant in time is proportional to
rate of change of flux with respect to
time). Rate of change of stylus position
with respect to time will thus be

proportional to the signal voltage.
However, the groove
shape i s proportional to

frequency by lowering the Q of the
system. This is done by introducing

c is the compliance in cmldyne
f is the frequency in Hertz
M is the tonearm mass in grams

mounting blocks. Desired mechanical

damping is achieved, whilst the
absorption of energy (into the load
resistance of the cartridge preampliﬁer).
lowers the electrical Q of the system. See Figure i. It would be correct to say
that the reproduction of sound from a
vinyl disc owes as much to complex

At resonance, there is no longer a
linear relationship between the

mechanics as it does to electronics.

Cartridge Body

the integral of the signal

V66l 'IIHdV
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waveform, so the groove

excursions - the waveform
imprinted in the vinyl - are
not directly proportional
to the signal voltage.
This means that the
signal voltage is
proportional to the
velocity of the stylus, and
the signal SLOPE is

proportional to the
ACCELERATION of the
stylus. Consequently, the
cartridge cantilever
assembly and associated

suspension, and the
magnet/coil system, must
form a resonant massspring system if high

signal slopes are to be
reproduced with any
degree of ﬁdelity.

The Applianc e of Science
“Springiness” and mass determine the
amount of force required to move the

Stepped Cantilever
Moving Coils (lrrnlde cartridge)

Square Pole Piece
New Damping Mechanism

impedance of the cartridge and the
driving force on the stylus. This nonlinearity results in distortion of the
waveform. However, shifting the
resonant frequency to a point in the

' Moving Coil Cartridges

This type were among the ﬁrst to be
used and employ one heavy magnet, and
the cantilever assembly, (which cannot

be replaced by the user). The MC
cartridge is insensitive both to input load

predict that the resonant frequency will
depend upon the “springiness” of the

spectrum which is below the lower
audible limit helps to overcome this.
This can be achieved either by
increasing the mass or the value of the

impedance, (typically in the order of 5 to
100 ohms), and to capacitive loading, so
that long cables can be driven without

cantilever’s suspension, and on the mass

compliance (since the cartridge resonant

detriment to the frequency response.

of the stylus cantilever assembly.

frequency is a function both of mass,

“Springiness” is given the symbol k, the
spring constant, and is represented
numerically. K is deﬁned in terms of the
force needed to bring about a certain
compression or extension of the spring,
so stiffer springs have a higher k value.
Spring constants are almost unusably

and of the compliance of the cantilever

Regrettably, the low impedance which
creates these beneﬁts also means low
output - typically some 20—30dB below

stylus. Using the clamped mass-spring
model of a magnetic cartridge, we can

low numbers, so the reciprocal of the

spring constant - ilk - is quoted in
preference by cartridge manufacturers.

This reciprocal is called compliance.
Compliance of the cantilever or stylus is

the ability of the assembly to react to
groove modulation, and it is measured

and suspension system). Lowering of the
mass is the more desirable method, since
the stylus is then able to respond better
(more quickly) to the changes in the

that of the moving magnet type, when

record groove. Compliance is thus

amplification of the cartridge output
signal is thus required if noise
performance isn’t to be unduly
compromised. A further downpoint of
the MC type is that tracking forces are ,

altered until a resonant frequency which
is suitable - typically below lOHz - is

then achieved. The most desirable range
is between 8 and l2Hz since resonance
below 8H2 will produce instability of
the tonearm, and will result in poor
tracking of any records with warps.
It is also possible to alter resonant

referenced to an established sensitivity
of lmV/cmls). Very careful

much heavier, although sound quality

from the moving coil cartridge can be
very good, with distortion ﬁgures
typically lower than the moving magnet

type. Thevery fast response to transients

in any musical paSsage (as a result of the
very low impedance and inductance of
the coils (much less than the 0.3 - 1H of

the MM type), and a very rigid and
' strong cantilever (necessary to support a
heavy magnet assembly) gives a flatter
and more extended frequency response.
Furthermore, better channel separation
(some 30-40dB compared to the 2030dB of the ﬁxed coil type) is achieved
because the stylus assembly and the coil
system are in much closer proximity.
All of the above means that

construction of the coil assembly is

intended for use with it must have welldeﬁned impedance at all frequencies,
(and despite the worst excesses of the
cartridge), if performance is not to be

compromised. See Figure 4.

Variable Reluctance

capacitance has been connected across

it. Input capacitance, as speciﬁed by the
cartridge manufacturer, is the TOTAL

differs, performance characteristics of
these are almost identical to
those of the moving magnet
cartridge. A small armature,
in the shape of a cross,
swings between four pole

pins and coils, whilst a
stylus bar, which has the
stylus at one end, is secured

to the armature at the other.
45" of motion to one side

improperly-secured lead-in and lead-out
wires, which can vibrate in the magnetic

cause reverse voltage

field, and cause colouration of the

pull operation of the coils,

output signal. In spite of this, the

and thus reduces harmonic
distortion caused by nonlinearities in the magnetic
field. The coils also provide

transient characteristics, has traditionally
been favoured over other types by the
true audiophile fraternity. See Figure 3.

to 0.1dB across the audio spectrum, but
which is connected to a cartridge where
has an incorrect value of shunt

Although their physical construction

which can lead to problems include
numbers of unsupported turns, which
can set up vibrations in the assembly,
and generate random output at HF, and

frequency response, and excellent

equalisation network which is accurate

(Induced Magnet)

particularly critical. Flaws in this area

moving coil, because of the extended

pointless exercise - and very wasteful of
design time and resources - to have an
' . ampliﬁer ﬁtted with an RIAA

induction. This allows push-

hum bucking (rejection)
with crosstalk components
bucked out, so channel
separation is good,

Movin Magnet
Cartri ges

regardless of frequency. See Figure 5.

This type of cartridge appeared much
later than the MC, originating in Europe

Other Types

in the late ﬁfties. Its durability and low
relative cost when compared to the MC
cartridge (no separate head amp

The other types of cartridges in
existence (but which we won’t discuss
in detail) are the semiconductor

required) have helped it to become the

cartridge and the piezoelectric (crystal or

capacitance of all the conductors
between the cartridge and the amplifier
input. This includes cartridge
connectors, tonearm wiring (both to
ground and between conductors),
connecting leads, preampliﬁer board

most popular example of

layout, and shunt capacitance on the

the phono cartridge. It
has high compliance,
low dynamic tip mass,
and the large number of
turns in the coil
assembly provide a
reasonably high output
voltage capability.
Although the basic
principle hasn‘t changed
much since its first
appearance, it has been

board. Incorrect values typically cause a

reﬁned to such an extent over the years

that modem-day cartridges in the
vanguard of the moving magnet type can

produce outputs well above the audible

peak or resonance in the circuit,
somewhere between 7 and SkHz, before

the response rolls off prematurely in the
upper HF part of the audible spectrum.
Aside from the effect of electrical
loading at high frequencies, the cartridge
may also suffer because of the effective
mass of the tip, since this effectively
Record

ceramic) type. The latter type belong to
group known as constant amplitude (or
pressure sensitive) cartridges, since they
give an output which is proportional to

frequency ceiling (typically SOkI-Iz in

the force applied to the stylus, and so

some examples). However, the rising
inductive component of the cartridge
impedance, which has a typical resistive
component of 200R-lk, means that the
output level MUST diminish (or
disappear) at frequencies higher than
this. The unique electromagnetic
characteristics of the moving magnet
cartridge mean that any input stage

produce an output voltage which is
independent of frequency (no

equalisation is therefore required).

Electrical Loading
Electrical loading of the cartridge, at the
ampliﬁer input, is of paramount
importance if overall frequency response

isn’t to be needlessly impaired. It’s a

detennines how close the coupling
between stylus and groove wall is.
Forces in effect during movement of this
mass at high frequencies can actually
deform the groove, which delays the

acceleration of the stylus, and slurs high
frequency sounds
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EXPRESS COMPONENTS
MAINS IONIZER KIT. Very useful
kit that increases the ﬂow of negative
ions, helps clear cigarette smoke, dust,
pollen etc. Helps reduce stress and
respiratory problems. £15. kit, £20

buiit
COMBINATION LOCK. Electronic
9 key combination lock suitable for
alarms, carshouses etc, easily program-

mable. Includes mains 2Arelay olp. 9v
operation. £10 kit, £14 built.
VARIABL E POWER SUPPLY.
Stabiized, short circuit protected. Gives
3-30v DC at 2.5A, ideal for workshop
or laboratory.£l4 kit,£18built.24VAC
required.
LEAD ACID CHARGER. Two automatic charging rates(fast and slow),

visual indication of battery state. Ideal
for alarm systems,emergency lighting,
battery projects etc. £12 kit,£16 built.
PIIONE LINE RECORDERDevice
that connects to the 'phone line and
activates a cassette recorder when the
handset is lilted. Idea! for recording
'phone conversations etct. £8 kit, £12
built.
ROBOT VOICE. Turns your voice
into a robot voice! answer the phone
with a different voicel. £9 kit, £13
built.
PHONE BUG DETECTOR. This de
vice will warn you if somebody is
eavesdropping on your ‘phone line. £6
kit. £9 built.
PHONE BUG. Smallbug poweredby
the telephone line. Only transmits when
the phone is used. Popular surveillance product.£8 kit, £12 built.

STROBE LIGHT. Bright strobe light

Nice mix of chips at a bargain price!

below is suitable) £79 built.(no kits).

RESISTOR PACK N0 1
250 low wattage raistors, ideal for
most projects etc. Just £1.00

'sormo EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Produces any thing from bird chips to
sirens! add sounds to all sorts of things
£9 kit £13 built.
FMIAM

SCANNER .

Well

not

quite.youhave to turn the knob yourself
but you will hear things on this radio
(even TV) that you would not hear on
an ordinary radiol A receiver that cov-

ers 50-160MHZbothAM and FM. Built
in SW ampliﬁer. £15 kit, £20 built.

CAR ALARM SYSTEM. Works on
vibration and/or volt age drop from door
etc being opened. Entry and exit delays
p115 adjustable alarm durationLow cost
protection! £12 kit, £16 built.
15W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage,
highpower bug.You will need a preamp
for this (see our preamp below which is
ok) £69 built. (no kits).

1W FM TRANSMITTER. 2 stage including preamp and mic, Good general
purpose bug. SASGVDC.
£12 kit,£l6 built.

PREAMP MIXER. 3 channel input, about a month on one

independent level and tone controls. 1.5v battery. Frequency is
Ideal for use with the hi power FM set to drive away mosquitos etc. £7 kit,
transmitters. £15 kit, £19 built.
£1 1 built.
TREMBLER ALARM. Designed for 3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT.
bikes etc, adjustable sensitivity, preset Can be used anywhere as noconnection
alarm time, auto reset. Could be adapted is made to hi ti. Separate sensitivity

for all sorts of "borrowable" things £12

controls

for

each

channel,

1,200Wpowerhandling. Microphone
included. £14 kit, £19 built.
that canbe used as smovement detector MINI METAL DETECTOR. Detects
in an enclosed space. Range about 10 pipes,wires etc up to 20cm deep. Use~
metres, 12vDC. Good basis for ful before you drill those holes! £8 kit,
csr,shed,caravur alarm etc.£14 kit, £19 £12 built.
'
built.
0-5 MINUTE TIMER. Simple time
PIIONE CALL RELAY. Very useful switch adjustable from 0-5 mins,wi!l
kit that incorporates a relay that oper- switch 2A mains load. 12v op. Ideal for
ates when the phone rings. Can be used laboratory, photographic projects etc.
to operate more bells, signalling lights £7 kit, £11 built.
etc. Good for noisy envirornents or if 7 WATT III F] AMPLIFIER. Useful,
you have your headphones on! L 10 kit, powerful ampliﬁer 20hz-15hz,
12ULTRASONIC RADAR. A project

£14 built.

PORTABL E ALARM SYSTEM.
Small 9v alarm system based on antercury switch. The alarm contitues to

18vdc. Good for intorcorns, audio sys-

tems, car etc. £7 kit £11 built.
INCAR SOUND TO LIGIIT. Put
some atmosphere in your car with this
sound until disabled by the owner. kit. Each channel has 6 led's that create
Buzzer included. £11 kit £15 built.
a beautiful lighting eﬂect! £10 kit, £14
800W MUSIC TO LIGIIT EFFECT. built.
Add rhythm to your music with this VOX SWITCH. This is a sound actisimplesound to light kit. £8 kit, £12 vated switch, ideal for use on trmtsmitbuilt.
ters, CB's, tape recorders etc. AdjustMOSQUITO REPELLER. Modem able sensitivity, built in delay. Mic in-

war 19 use “ignites are! We to?

put. £7 kit, £11 built.

' ..

FUSE PACK NO 2
30 mixed 1.25" fuses again idea] for
spares etc. Just £1.00

CERAMIC CAPACITOR PACK
Good mixed pack of 100 capacitors
for just £1.00

WIRE PACK
25 Metres of insulated wire for just
£1.00, good for projects etc.

ELECTROLYTIC PACK 1
100 small mixed electrolytic
ca itors ‘ust £1.00
ELECTROLYTIC

PACK 2

50 larger electrolytic mixed
capacitors

RESISTOR PACK NO 2
Hi wattage pack, good selection of
mixed wattages and values 50 in all,
bargain price just £1:00

SLEEVING PACK

100 assorted pieces of sleeving for
connectors etc.‘ Yours for just £1.00
DIODE PACK
100 assorted diodes for just £1.00
LED PACK

20 light emitting diodes for £1.00
TRANSISTOR PACK

50 mixed transistors, another bargain
at £1.00
BUZZER PACK

PRESE‘I‘ PACK
Nice selection of 25 mixed preset
pots for just another £1!
RELAY PACK NO 1
6 mixed relays for £1, thats just 17p

10 things that make a noise for just
£1.00!

POT PACK
10 pots for £1. (5 dilferent types) a
snip at £1.00

each.
DISPLAYS

CONNECTOR PACK
10 different connectors, again for £1

to seven segment displays for
£1.00

FUSE PACK NO I
40 mixed 20mm fuses, ideal for
repairs etc, or just to stock up the
spares box! .lust £1.00

ORDER 10 PACKS OR MORE
AND CHOOSE ONE FREE
PACK"
FREE COMPONENT CATALOGUE WITH EVERY ORDER”

99p

BU LK PACKS

kit,£16 built.

5011' "a for £1.50

with an adjustableti'equcncy of l -60hz.
(a lot faster than conventional strobe:!)
£16 kit, £20 built.
4W FMTRANSMIT’I‘ER 3 RF stages,
audio preamp. 12-18vDC. Medium
powered bug £20 kit, £28 built.
3 CHANNEL LIGIIT CIIASER. 3x
800w output, speed and direction con~
trols. can be used with 12 beds (supw
plied) or 'I'RIACS for mains lights (also
supplied). 9-15v DC. £17 kit, £23 built.
25W FM TRANSMITTER 4 stage, a
preamp will be required. (Our preamp

KITS ’N MO DU LES

LIQUID LEVEL DETECTOR.
Useful item, can be used to detect
ﬂuid levels in watertanks, baths, ponds

ﬁshtanks etc. Could also be used as rain
alarm with an easily constructed sen—

low a telephone conversation without

holding the handset to your ear! £1 1 kit
£15 built.

sor. £5 kit, £9 built.

FM TRANSMITTER. Mini FM trans-

SWITCH PACK
10 switches for just £1.00

mitter 2 transistor, comes with FET

minature mic and is tuneable from 63 to '12v FLOURESCENT. Auseful kitthat
130MHz. £7 kit, £11 built.
will enable youto light large ﬂourescent
FUNCTION GENERATOR. Gener- tubes from yonrcarbattery etc. 9v mains
ates sinusoidal, saw tooth and square transformer required. £8 kit, £12 built.
waveforms from20h:up to 201drz. Separate level controls for each waveform.
KNOB PACK
24vac. £15 kit, £20 built.
10 knobs for just £1.00
5 WATT SIREN. POWerful siren kit
with an impressive 5 watts output. Ideal
for alarms etc. £6 kit £10 built.
REMEMBER! YOUR FREE COPY
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER. Very
OF OUR CUT PRICE COMPOsensitive ampliﬁer which using a‘phone
N ENTS CATALOGUE SENT
pickup coil (supplied) will let you folWITII EVERY ORDER”!

How to place your order.........

By phone..........0273 771156
By FAX...........0273 206875
By Post...PO box 517 Hove Sussex BN3 SQZ
Payment by ACCESSNISA, CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER.
Cheques and postal orders should be payable to Express Components.

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT T0991) POST AND VAT. Some of our products
may be unlicensable for use in the UK (particularly the FM transmitters.)
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Ophthalmic Excimer Lasers by Douglas Clarkson
rom being a scientific curiosity,

excimer lasers are now becoming
increasingly utilised as a means
of directly modifying the focusing
characteristics of the human cornea in
order to rectify basic vision defects such
as short sightedness. A new range of
‘third generation’ machines are now

providing higher levels of treatment
accuracy and patient beneﬁt.

I

’eosreaion

All About the Eye
The focusing ability of the eye is
described in diopters. This can be
expressed in 1ft~ where f is the effective
focal length of the eye. Often it is the
excess or shortfall of the eye‘s focusing
which is referenced e.g. a short-sighted
eye will have around an excess of 5
Diopters and a far sighted eye a shortfall
of 5 Diopters. There are several
contributions to the overall focusing
undertaken by the human eye. The front
surface of the cornea has a signiﬁcant
focusing effect due to the change in
refractive index (air-cornea surface). The

lens which is

CRIBRO“
VISUAL AXIS
OPTICAL AXIS

situated behind the cornea in the anterior
chamber has an additional element of
focusing. The lens is attached around its

periphery by ﬁne ligaments which can
be drawn tighter and relaxed by muscles
in the ciliary muscle. This allows ‘ﬁne‘
focusing on objects at varying distances
from the eye. The basic structure of the
eye is indicated in Figure 1.
It is quite common for the eye to
develop so called short sightedness
where the eye’s optics tend to focus
light too strongly. The net result is
that the plane of the focused image is
presented in front of the retina and
the image on the retina is blurred.

Standard remedies to date have included
the wearing of spectacles and contact
lenses. Both these approaches bring
benefits of correcting visual defects.

About a quarter of all adults are myopic
to some degree.

With age, the optical ‘ﬁtness’ of the
eye diminishes. The degree of
accommodation provided by the ligaments
attached to the lens can decrease as the
lens becomes increasingly ‘stiffer’. So
called long-sightedness arises when the
eye is not sufﬁciently strong to focus
images on the retina. Instead images are

brought to a focus beyond the retina.
The front surface of the cornea can
develop asymmetry so that images cannot
be focused on the plane of the retina. This
is the condition known as astigmatism.
Figure 2 shows the three basic types of
eye conditions which result in blurred
images being formed at the cornea.

cell layers from the core of
the cornea - between the
outer and lower layer.
Once this technique called
photorefractive keratectomy

treatment beam by an iris like device.
This method, allows a varying thickness
to be removed from the cornea in order
to achieve required cornea proﬁles. If

had been demonstrated, the

would present a staircase proﬁle as
shown in Figure 3. This is prevented by

technology was developed
for precise control sculpting
of the cornea.
Photorefractive keratectomy
(or PK) was fundamentally
different from the previous
surgical technique of radial
keratotomy. While the
surgical technique relied on
wound healing to pull the

cornea ﬂatter, the laser
method, by skimming off
HYPEFIMETROPIC

layers from the cornea does
not weaken the structural
integrity of the eye.
To date PK has been
mainly used for the
treatment of short

sightedness and various
types of astigmatism.

Basic 0 hthalmic
Use of xclmer
Lasers
Excimer lasers used for this

Surgical Alteration of the

Cornea

During the 1980s variOus methods
were investigated for direct surgical

technique operate typically
at a wavelength of 193nm in the band of UVC radiation. Energy is
delivered in a series of ultra short pulses
of duration between 10 and 20

this method was adopted then the cornea

the use of a n oscillating mirror to move

speciﬁc pulses over a variable area so
there are no abrupt gradations.
Small plumes of smoke produced by
the laser energy are visible when the
cornea is being sculpted. Typically the
laser will have forced air ventilation to
prevent smoke contamination of laser
optic elements. It is of course vital that
the eye does not move during the PK
procedure. An assembly can be secured
to the eye under suction in order on
immobilise it. Systems are also in use
which incorporate ‘eye tracking’ where
any motion of the eye is compensated
for automatically.
The use of such lasers requires high

accuracy. The cutting effect of the laser
is after all proportional to the total
delivered energy at the treatment site.
Excimer lasers. however, may vary their
output powers significantly during a
single day of operation. This is the
result of interaction of complex
variables within the excimer laser
system. Most systems will be calibrated
before a patient undergoes treatment to
ensure removal of a predetermined layer
of cornea tissue. For this test a specially

intervention in order to rectify some

of these defects. In the radial
keratotomy procedure, a series of
between four and eight spoke-like

incisions are made in the cornea in
order to decrease its curvature and
move the focal plane of images
backwards. This procedure is primarily
a treatment for myopia. In a trial of over
757 eyes treated in this way in the USA
and completed in 1991 it was found that
the procedure was more successful in

older patients than younger ones and
that the procedure could more readily
rectify low to medium degrees of
myopia - corresponding to corrections of
between 1.5 to 5 diopters. The trial
found that while the technique led to
improvements in ‘natural’ focusing
ability planned changes in focusing
ability could not always be achieved.

Ophthalmic Use of

Excimer Lasers

During the mid 1980s interest focused
on the use of lasers for direct change of

the optical properties of the cornea.
Excimcr lasers can selectively remove

nanoseconds with maximum pulse
energies typically of 0.5]. The energy
density required to ablate the corneal
tissue is around 120 miﬂi-jouleslcmz.
The laser energy removes a ﬁnite
thin layer of cornea tissue and is
typically about 0.25 micron per pulse.
The interaction time is so short that
there is insufﬁcient time for heat energy
to build up in the treated tissues. Prior
to treatment, the thickness of the cornea

is accurately measured in order to retain
an adequate thickness.
While this gives a general outline,
' there is considerable sophistication in
cornea sculpturing techniques. It is
possible, to alter the size of the

I fabricated target consisting of metal foil
bonded onto a plastic laminate is placed
at the treatment zone of the excimer
laser. A speciﬁc series of laser firings
are undertaken with each one removing
a very thin layer of metal ﬁlm from the
target surface. The system will measure
the number of pulses required to remove
the metal ﬁlm and modify the energy of
each pulse ﬁred subsequently in order to
meet calibration criteria.
.
In asseSSing of patients for excimer
laser sculpting, it is essential to
accurately determine the refractive
properties of the eye prior to and after
ueannent. It is important to identify eye
conditions for which PK would be
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the excimer beam over areas where non

suitable. This can be rapidly undertaken
using a corneal topography system.

stand modes of corneal tissue
removal are indicated.
Part of the preoperative test is the
measurement of the thickness of the

Figure 4 shows how a so called Placido

NOLLOV u! SOINOHLOB'E

image comprising 16 alternate black and
white rings is projected onto the eye.
Light which has passed through the
eye’s refractive path is then captured by

compound can break down into the free

with conventional radial kcratotomy where the cornea is incised with eight
incisions. In this example the patient had
SD of myopia and was reduced to 0.25D.
The process of erosion of cornea

thickness can usually be conﬁgured as a
process of a cylindrical contour to
correct for astigmatism and a circular cut

Main Features of Excimer
Lasers

to correct for myopia. It is now possible

for the automated vision profile of an

Excimer lasers belong to a family of

eye being treated to be passed from such

lasers which use chemical reactions of
stable noble gases such as Xenon and
Argon with unstable Halogen atoms
such as Chlorine and Fluorine.

a vision analysis unit directly to the
computer in the PK system so that
correction is ‘tailored' for the patient.
There are also free hand modes

aewwsas écasﬁ

radiation. Such a resonator is shown in
Figure 5. If a ‘dimer’ releases by
spontaneous emission, a photon of light
in the direction along the axis of the
resonator, then this photon can induce
other excited dimers to release light by
stimulated emission. Photons are
released with similar energy, direction
and phase. A pulse of light will sweep
along the resonator and be reﬂected
from the faces of the resonator. While
for many resonators it is necessary to

It requires excitation

excimer lasers. One face of the resonator
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released by stimulated emission of

to take place in mixtures of such gases.
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energy. The excited molecules exist only
for a short time - at most 20ns.
When molecule population in excited
states has been established it is
necessary to establish an optical
resonator within which light can be
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components and in so doing release

have high values of reﬂectivity, low
values of around 5% can be adequate for

Chemical reactions do not normally tend

available where the operator can move

m,» e “

lived compounds exist for short times in
raised energy levels. The unstable bound

the relative focusing ability of the eye.
Figure 5 shows the history of how the
reﬂective properties of an eye changed

J.»

compounds to be generated. The short

tthickness of corneal tissue. Without
removal of this outer cell layer, the PK
procedure cannot go ahead.
It is possible also to monitor the
degree of regression of the PK
treatment. While in most cases there
will be a minor degree of regression
where the eye will lose some of its short
sighted correction, it is possible for
more serious regression to occur.
Figure 8 shows a relatively stable
excimer PK procedure where there has
been only a slight degree of regression.

processed by a computer to determine

pk eweeﬁes ezwkyee x

of a high voltage discharge across the
tube or electron beam or microwave
excitation for short lived chemical

cornea. This ensures an adequate

a Charge Coupled Device camera
comprising 6000 pixels and the image is
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Focusing
optics

Ila-Ne (Hod)

-

Exclmer uses

V

lie-Ne (Green)

WELL—CENTERED sacrum PRKM
will transmit laser
radiation out of the
resonant cavity and into
the delivery Optics. Argon
Fluorine gas mixtures are
typically used for excimer
lasers used in
ophthalmology.
The gas becomes
slightly depleted after
each gas change. A gas
cylinder will typically
contain 100 gas ﬁllings
of the resonant chamber.
Gas in the chamber will
slowly degrade, so that if
the system has not been operated for 48
hours it is advisable to renew the gas in
the resonant chamber.
Key safety features can be built into
the excimer gas handling procedures. A
ﬁlter system can for example remove the

Fig. 7 Indication of how the

. reﬂective properties at an eye
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Summary
Modern technology now makes possible
the use of excimer lasers for the
sculpting of the cornea to correct
focusing defects which would normally
be remedied with spectacles or contact
lenses. There is no doubt
that while the excimer
technology may have
advanced signiﬁcantly in
terms of levels of control of
the corrective procedure, the
technique will always
require clinical skills of the
highest level in order to
ensure that only appropriate
eyes are treated and that the

reactive halogen (ﬂuorine of chlorine)

from the charge of used gas. The stable
noble gas such as Argon or
Xenon is released to air.
Figure 6 shows the key
elements of a modern
excimer laser such as the
Chiron Technolas Keracor
116. Radiation emitted
from the excimer laser is
input into a homogeniser
unit to produce a more
even beam energy cross

section. Radiation is then
reﬂected into a variable
aperture unit so that the
cross section of the
delivered beam can be
controlled. The beam then
passes into a series of
focusing optics to reduce
the treatment beam cross section. A
scanning mirror in turn reﬂects die beam
down onto the treatment site. This
mirror can be rapidly moved in order to
even out effects produced by different
aperture widths and corresponding beam
proﬁles.
A red He-Ne aiming beam (633nm
wavelength) is established coaxial with

energy and its delivery.
Special precautions are
required to prevent
interference from the high
voltage laser system
affecting the PC.
Table l summarises
the performance details of
the Chiron Technolas
Keracor 116 Excimer
Laser. The energy density
at the treatment site can
vary between different
manufacturers so that
different thicknesses of
cornea are removed with
each treatment pulse.

treatment which is

the treatment beam so that the target area

of the treatment beam can be identiﬁed.
In addition it is important to identify the
absolute height at which the excimer
energy is to be delivered. This is
undertaken by the

undertaken is expertly done.
Thus while contact
lenses can be fitted in the
high street by a qualiﬁed
Optician, at present the skill
level required is that of a
consultant ophthalmologist
with broad experience of invasive
ophthalmic procedures. This is both to
check for abnormal eye pathology prior
to treatment and to achieve a high level
of skill in the delivery of the excimer
laser energy.
Also, even the use of the more

modern forms of contact lens has not
been proved over sufficiently long
periods of time to determine the relative
safety of such devices. Problems

VW

Value

use of a separate

Maximum power at laser site

1W

green He-Ne laser

encountered relate to infection, irritation

Maximum pulse energy

450mJ

(543 pm

Wavelength
Pulse length
Ftepetltion Flate (max)
Fluence test pulse count
Treatment energy density
Ablation layer per pulse (cornea)

193nm
18ns
30Hz
63 +l-5
120 milli Joules/cm2
0.25 microns

wave ength) set at
approximately 30
degrees to the
vertical axis of the
treatment beam.
A ‘ruggedised’
PC is used as a
control system for
generating the laser

and reduced oxygen levels in the
cornea. So also PK and associated
techniques will require a considerable
time before a true perspective can be
obtained on the relative safety and
permanence of the treatment.
There is no doubt that the
technological cemponent of ophthalmic
excimer systems is developing rapidly.

Table 1 : Typical output parameters of the Chlron
Technolas Karacor 116 Excimer Laser.

The conversion efficiency of the laser system Is low
- around 0.1%.

If you have those,
can’t get enough of those,
channel switching blues!
Then Daniel Coggins has
the low noise medicine
guitar A-B box is used to
select different channels on a
(basic) guitar ampliﬁer in

order to provide different sounds or
volume levels, or indeed two separate
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tone in an instant. which guitarists ﬁnd

irresistible! This design was developed
out of frustration and disappointment

'...1

as
$100K

”$.17

_

treading on a footswitch, it is possible to
make the guitar louder with a different

ampliﬁers or effects. I use it to switch
channels on my old VOX AC30 - great
sounding amps, but channel switching
gives much more ﬂexibility from these
and other ‘simple' amps. By simply

In Icz. a Pin 7

an: (out

5K1 In)

with a commercially available A-B box.

capacitance causes signiﬁcant treble

Why disappointment? Well, in order to

loss, and even microphony (if it’s really

explain, the circumstances need to be
examined.

cheap). Also, hum pickup and R F

damage speakers, or at best result in

extreme noise if followed by effects.
The unit I purchased overcame this by
‘silencing’ the signal as the changeover
was made. This effectively masks the

impedance. This is an inherently

breakthrough can result. But the
problem that really emanates from the
speaker is one of switching the signal on
and off. Just unplugging a lead from an
ampliﬁed guitar can result in hideous
loud crackles - and a simple changeover
switch will probably sound just as bad,

inefﬁcient system, because cable

especially as it wears.

noise of the switch contacts, whose air
gaps and resistance are made evident as
noise. This method is very annoying in
practice because the sound disappears
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high gain ampliﬁer, with a high input

ION n

Electric guitars generally produce
low output signals with a high
impedance that have to travel through
long cables to what is effectively quite a

This is normally heard as a loud,
unpleasant crackle or thump and it could

completely for a second or so,

_

4—:

and sounds to all the world like a
bad tape drop-out.
Also, the offending unit had
terrible hiss levels which meant
that placing devices such as

A-Sﬂ
3-155

distortion pedals or compressors

C=12¢

after it was out of the question.

All dimensions i n m m

Why did 1 buy it in the ﬁrst

'le—e—i

place, you ask? Good question,
but I’m not naming the
manufacturer!

Design

TOP

Consuderations
So I set about designing m y own
A-B box. The most important

thing was for it to be musically
transparent; in other words, low

_

noise and with minimal
impairment of the instruments’
tone. Obviously a purely

1—17

mechanical switch is simple but
noisy and dodgy, even. The best

1

—

8

method is to use a mechanical
footswitch to control an
electronic one. There are hi-fi
grade electronic switch ICs
around but they are not cheap,
and are probably of too high a
quality for this application.
I settled for an array of
CMOS analogue bilateral
switches which cost pence rather
than pounds, and still give good
performance.

Construction Details

Some careful thought went into wiring
these up to minimise their minor
drawback of producing a small audible

Referring to Figure 2, start with the PCB

‘pop‘ as they open and close.

One low-noise op-amp is used to
buffer the signal, as this eradicates further
signiﬁcant signal degradation from
further cabling, and from the switches
themselves. CMOS switches give better
audio performance at lower impedances.

All this'1s enclosed'in a sturdy low-

and solder in the resistors ﬁrst, followed
by the capacitors, making sure that
you've put them in the correct way
round. Take greater care with the His,

especially the CMOS ones, that is to say,
avoid charging yourself up before
handling them, although ‘3’ sufﬁx
devices are supposedly quite robust with
regard to static. If you want to be
sensible, use some IC sockets -

proﬁle die— cast box.

preferably the turned-pin variety, as they

The Signal Path

give a'vr'niore reliable contact. Then if you .
are unlucky enough to destroy your ..
chips (again, be sure to ﬁt them

A signal from a musical source-is fed
into a buffer ampliﬁer and subsequently,
directed to one of two outputs. This is
achieved by controlling a series of
electronic switches with a DC voltage
selected by a mechanical footswitch. In

correctly). it’s a simple job to replace
them. Be sure to ﬁt the LED’s with their

either condition, the selected channel

making sure that all the parts ﬁt their
respective holes. The case will look
more impressive if it is sprayed with
some coloured car paint. Rub-down
letters can then be used to label the
LED’s and sockets, and the unit given a
name. Ever imaginative, I called mine

signal switch closes, along with a similar
switch to power an LED.
Simultaneously, an extra switch mules
the unselected output socket to prevent
noise or crosstalk escaping through it.
When the footswitch is pressed again,
the other channel is s'elected'in exactly.
the same way.

correct polarity, for some reason I’m

clear lacquer otherwise the finish will
soon deteriorate, believe me. Fit the
sockets and footswitch and solder some
wires to them (colour coding is
invaluable here), and loom them

separately, so that the footswitch doesn’t
interfere by means of stray capacitance.
Use screened cable between the input

socket and the PCB to further counteract
this. Join the screen only at one end to
avoid earth loops.
The LEDs can be pushed into the
3mm holes and then secured with a

small blob of epoxy resin. Foam rubber
is very good for supporting and
insulating the PCB and preventing the
battery from knocking around inside the
case. I use this rather than bolts, purely .

for cosmetic reasons.

hopeless at identifying them.
Refer to Figure 3 for drilling details.

, ‘A-B Switchbox.

Fix the lettering with many coats 'of

Testing and use
Assuming that you have double-checked
all your wiring and component
orientation, the A—B BOX is ready for
testing. Connect an ammeter (on mA
range) between the case and the battery
, negative terminal. The reading should be
no more than 3.7mA. If it differs greatly
from this, then there'is something
wrung, so check things over again.

Assuming that you are luckier, and all
reads well, plug your guitar/bass or
keyboard into the input and press the
footswitch several times to ensure that
the LEDs are lighting and changing
state. Select channel ‘A’ and connect

your ampliﬁer to output socket ‘A’. The
sound should emerge untainted from
your amp.
Compare the sound here with that of
your instrument going straight into the
amp with a single, shorter lead - there
should be little audible difference. Now
press the footswitch - silence should
result. Turn u p the volume of your amp,
and play some sounds — there should be

no trace of’ it from the amp. Now turn
the amp down and repeat the process for

channel ‘8’. If all is well, you can start
to experiment with some applications of
this gadget.

‘biting‘ tone, followed by a digital delay

line for echo. The obvious beauty of this
is to reduce the complex ‘tap—dancing’
routine that most gadget—bound
guitarists suffer from - and with an LED
indicator to boot!
An obvious application would be to
connect one channel to a high-powered

ampliﬁer for loud, clean sounds with the
other channel connected to a lower
powered valve ampliﬁer turned up

almost ‘flat—out' for distorted sounds.
Another use would be to connect one
output to your amp and the other to an
electronic tuner, so that in performance

situations the sound of a half—tuned
guitar is not heard by the audience. One
word of caution, though — the CMOS
IC’s employed in this design will start to
distort (in a valve-like fashion) if the

driving signal is too high. This is only
likely to oceur at line levels, and is one

a compressor as they tend to accentuate
even the smallest amounts of noise. Why

not experiment?
A great advantage of an A-B box is the
fact that by splitting the signal to one of
two paths you can have multiple effects
pedals set differently in each path for
rhythm/lead sounds. For example, channel
‘A’ could be designated the rhythm
channel, and have an overdrive pedal
connected after it with a soft tone setting,

to connect to one channel of your amp.
The lead channel ‘B’ could have a

different distortion pedal with a more
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Food For Thought
As it stands this pedal is quite versatile,
but with a little thought and application
could be expanded or modiﬁed to

8

Being a low noise device, the box

shouldn’t be too critical as to where it is
placed in the signal path. But, the nearer
it is to the guitar, the better the signal
quality will be, because the cables, no
matter how good they are, will have less
loading effect on the signal, resulting in
a clearer, stronger sound. However no
audio processing unit is totally noise
free, so try to avoid connecting it before

of the reasons that it is best suited to
guitars, whose signal is around 30dB
below line level. It is up to you to decide
how critical this would be for your
application.

perform many different applications, not
necessarily involving guitars at all!
Besides, this magazine is not a music
magazine as such, but a vehicle for
ideas, and I hope this article will not

only be of use to the twangers. but of
general technical interest.
Back to the possibilities - ICl could
introduce 6dB of gain by disconnecting
pin 2 from pin 6 and connecting a [00K
resistor in between, with another 100K

resistor connected between pin 2 and the
half-supply rail (C3 positive). The A-B
Box will then substantially boost the
signal. If it is too much then R8 and R9

can be replaced with 100K log pots,
with the wipers connected to the output
sockets, to adjust drive levels. A second
op-amp, wired as a mixerlsumming

amplifier could combine both outputs as
a single channel, resulting in a rather
useful booster pedal.
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PC Based Industrial and Lab, Data

Acquisition, Control and Measurement, Instrument Cards
ADfDA Cards
Interface Converters
Plus Accessories & “Software Reiay Output Cards
C.P.U. Boards
RS 232 Cards

, mm mmoi-_.'_

Device Programmers

Single. 2, 4. 8. I6 Port

Digital HO Cards

RS 422 Cards

I EEE 488 Cards
Industrial Chassis
Industrial Control Cards

Single, 2. 4. a. Port
PC ROM Disk Cards
Slot Extender Cards

Specialist PC & Multimedia Add-on Cards
PC - Telecommunication Cards
Fax Modern Cards
Voice Recognition Cards 5
Voice 'Digitiser Cards
VideoiTV - PC - VideoiTV Cards
Sound Cards

Components
Cases
Floppy Disk Drives
Hard Disk Drives
From 40MB to 2. IGB

Monitors
Mother Boards
Cache Controller Cards
Network Cards

Keyboards

Tape Back Up Units

For further information, ProductfPrice List
Call Us On:
Tel: 0902 20267 Fax: 0902 28439
Roiine Systems Ltd, lmex House,
Universal Programmer

(A1r-3A)

From E 395

Imex Business Park, Upper Villiers Street,
Wolverhampton, West Midlands. WV2 4NU

Bringing the world closer together
lectronics in Action in cooperation with The Technology
Exchange Ltd, the international
technology matchmaking service based
in the UK, brings you each month a
selection of technology partnership
opportunities to which you are invited to
respond.

The Technology Exchange, which
was formed in 1985 as a not-for-proﬁt
technology sourcing service to industry,
holds a biannual ‘Technoshop’
Technology Transfer Fair at Heathrow
Airport and several ‘Techmart’ Fairs
overseas for the United Nations
(UNIDO).
For this issue of Electronics in

Action, we are presenting a series of
offers of licence, joint venture and
patents rights for sale from organisations
in 34 countries.
If you would like to have an
introduction to any of the sources of the

210061 M I. U

Metal Insulator Semlconductor - Field
Effect Transistor using
Germaniumnltrlde

offers describes in these profiles, please

the fabrication of self-aligned planar

write to The Technology Exchange
quoting the reference number at the head
of the entry and giving full contact
details for the contact person in your
own organisation and your requirements
for a new product or process
development.
The only cost associated with this
process is a simple £10 plus VAT
introduction fee for each entry to which
you respond. For this we will send you
full contact details for the source of the
offer and invite them to send you more
detailed information about their offer.
The code letters at the head of each
offer indicate the stage of development,
type of offer and the type of organisation
making the offer as indicated in the table
Each entry is preceded by a reference
number and letters indicating STATUS,

metal-inwinter-semiconductor

transistors on indium phosphide
compound semiconductor. A new
insulating material germanium nitride
has been developed for use in the
fabrication process of the transistor.
Used for very high frequency (40-100
GHz), high power (3-6 W/mm), and
(40-50% microelectronics devices and

circuits and very low noise/high power
ampliﬁers for applications in photonics
(optoelectronics).

Miniature semi-conductor device with
power levels comparable to laser diodes,

Please respond dlrectly to:

microns. Compact: low cost: continuous
output radiation: no cooling required.

electrically tunable from 0.9 to 10

409812 W L U
Manufacturing battery operated
devices

The payment of £10 plus VAT
(£11.75) per Item should be sent
with your requests.

with high TC
Critical current densities greater than 35
x 10"+7 amp/sq cm at 132 degrees K in
a 4K0e ﬁeld.

208841 M S U
High resolutlon wldeband guided
wave optlcal anelog-to-dlgltal
converter
Based on a new algorithm. Enhanced

708843 M S U
Parametric Oscillator formed with a
multlple quantum well optical wave
guide

narrow linewidth, and wavelength

Phone: 0525 880333

508342 H s U

New l‘amllyr Cuprate Superconductors

high gain (5-15 dB) and high efficiency

OFFER and SOURCE.

The Technology Exchange Ltd.

of components required in battery
operated products. The elimination of
these components on the circuit board
produces a major cost savings in the
manufacturing process, while still
maintaining the quality of the product.

need a variety of electronic components
to function. Reducing the number of
components occupying premium circuit

board space is a key to manufacturing
cost effective products. A device have
been developed that reduces the number

frequency range.

808968 W L 0

Halogen calling llght ‘SKY 10'
150 W ceiling light equipped with three
low voltage 50W halogen light spots
ﬁtted with dichroic bulbs; 38 degrees
adjustable spots. Ceiling light in steel aluminium, spots of plastic material.
Safety transformer. Fused. Intensive
lighting.

708969 F! I. O
ION implantation
For production of electronic
components, clean room ion
implantation service. Energy from 5KeV
to 6MeV. Dose: l E l l to 1E18 At/sq m —

Continued on page 62

only

£34 95
o combat the worrying trend of increasing numbers of burglaries and thefts, Cirkit have introduced a
simple to install but very effective intruder alarm. it is ideal for club houses, sheds, garages. shacks or
single room installations as well as caravans, trailers or boats.

The alarm combines a PIR (Passive Infra Red) detector for general coverage with magnetic switches for
additional door and window protection. It is easy to use with a single key for set or reset, has a mains power
supply, optional battery back-up and operates
_ _
_

with a 2V2 minute exit time and 15 second entry

Spoolflcatlon

delay.
The kit consists the combined PIR detector
and alarm box, three magnetic reed switches,

compact high power siren, mains power
supply, and full comprehensive instruction
manual. An optional PP3 battery can be added
for power failure protection.

l— _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _|

I Please print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS

Name ...................................................................... I

I Please send ........ Passive Infra RBd alarm Kit(5)

Address ............................................................ ......

Iatthe special price of£34.95 each

I

................................. ........... I

I plus £1.40 for postage and packing.

________________

I

I Method of payment

................................................................................ I

I D Cheque

Post Code ............................................................... |

D Postal Order

: E] Access or BarclayCard

| ULIIJLI | I I I | | J I LI I I I I |
IAuthorised Signature .............................................

Expiry Date: [DEB

'

Telephone No ......................................................... I
I

Please send 10:

Cirkit DiStribUtion Ltd'

Park Lane, Broxbourne Herts. EN10 7N0

Tel. (0992)448899 Fax. (0992)471314

l
I

I

types: B, As, Ph, H, He, Si, Ge, Be etc.

at the development of speciﬁc
capabilities such as identification of

acoustically generates the audiophase
components within the total emission
required for stereo.

Advantages: avoids large investments.
Cost reduction — immediate use.
Applications: production of silicon and

cancer cells on prints produced by any
medical imaging system; speaker
recognition and signature veriﬁcation;

700726
Magnetic antenna system

Continued from page 60

intelligence. The proposed projects aim

AsGa components; development of new

ﬁnger print identiﬁcation; access control

with in-phase, automatically controlled

processes.

systems; the evaluation of polygraph
tests; and the identiﬁcation of explosives
and other chemical substances.

de-attenuation ampliﬁer. Range 1.6—500
MHz. Iron ferrocarbonyl coupling for
transmission and receiving operations,
remote controllability, inside operation,
power level on test unit 1000 Watt Hf
(max). Receiveftransmit switch-over not
necessary.

309415 W LIJ O
Automatic vacuum cleaner
moves under automatic control; all the

1 09463 F J 0

sequences are piloted by a powerful
electronic system. Self-monitoring to
detect malfunctions by microprocessor.

supply

No programming. No understanding of
electronics necessary for the user. This
system improves control over worker

time and guarantees thorough cleaning,
including under furniture, beds etc.

909416 W S 0
Smart cards
The card is realised by duplicate
moulding in one operation including the
printing of the two faces. The cost price

is half of the preSent cost price. The
investments are half of the investments
at present. Phone cards, bank cards,
medical cards, toll.

Compact uninterruptable power
Very compact uninterruptable power

supply systems based on the innovative
technology of pulse width modulation
protecting sensitive equipment (eg
computers) against variant power supply
by providing an output voltage that is
stabilised and sinusoidal. Integral self
charging batteries take over

for passive electronic elements such as
bases, pin and terminal strips, plugs,
spring contact pins and other small

Electra-luminescent lamp
manufactured in rolls

are suitable for various applications eg

used either as the electrolyte or as an
electrode in an electrolytic cell.

billboards, road signs, backlighting for
computer screens etc.

309476 F J 0
Identification systems

409365 W L U
Current steering

A remote sensing identiﬁcation system
which uses low frequency electromagnetic communication units and
passive mobile tags which can be read at
a distance. The communication units

CMOS logic family. Integrated digital
logic circuitry that steers electrical
currents and minimises switching

clathrate complex of benzophenone and a

lamps which deﬂect light through ﬁbre
optic light guides and balances it with
the aid of optical elements. Application

609508 c J c

and cationic conductivity. This material is

as electronic and cationic conductor for
use in solid electrolytic cells. The unique
crystal structure of this novel canal

illumination ﬁtted with high pressure

areas: architecture and automotive
industry.

polyiodide salt results in both electronic

Canal clathrate complex

The system consists of a centralised

instantaneously when power is
interrupted and operates at the high
frequency of 20,000 Hz making this a
quiet system. The compact size
simpliﬁes installation.

An advanced generation electroluminescent {EL) lamp with high
intensity is receptive to a fully
continuous manufacturing process in
rolls which can be cut to individual
speciﬁcations. EL’s are energy
economical with long service life. They

509216 W I. U

908647
Hologram robotic llghtlng

1 08645
Fully automatic insertion and
completion machines

parts. Precise joining processes with

high placel‘hour capacity.

408648
nhtlng fixture with intergrated

air circulation
and cleaning device for use in rooms

with poor ventilation. Space saving and
inexpensive because the lighting ﬁxture
simultaneously houses the fan and ﬁlter
etc.

808419
Low voltage halogen lamps
3 lamps (150W) with low voltage (50V),
lamps can be swivelled, aluminium

current transients, thereby improving the

steel. Safety transformer, fuses.

Decoration and illumination purposes.

may be stand alone units, with own

operatiorr of digital and analog circuitry
on common substrates.

power supply or interface with IBM—PC.
The tags may be either ﬁxed code or
have a readable memory and come in

408725
Magnetic antenna system

various forms such as credit card format,

thick industrial cards or buttons.
Applicable for management of
automated manufacturing, material

with the characteristics of an active in—
phase de-attenuation in automatic
operation, designed as a combined

transmitting and receiving antenna.

handling systems. identiﬁcation of
luggage, containers, vehicles or animals

Remote control unit designed as a blind
current transfer element for resonance

etc.

point adjustment. Vertical radiation
angle adjustable.

909441 c M J
Pattern identification computer
technique

1 08745
Stereo sound ray loudspeaker

based on neural network artiﬁcial

The nonophonically controlled system

400761
Nesting end stage for stepping
motors

automatically calculates the path of
motors (up to 600 W), dependent on
inertia, friction and motor torque.
Modest space requirement, low mass,
self-learning function. Applications:
robotics, machine tools.

308688
Inert gas testing
Electronic testing and measuring system
with electronic gas sensors for testing
and measuring inert gases.

808732
lntergrated switching circuits

308747

linear motion. Step resolution approx 15
micrometres. Shearing force up to 80 N.

Telephone call charge meter

Method to produce integrated switching

Telecommunication accessory: call

circuits and Schottky diodes. Process to

charge meter for older telephones, for
third party call charge calculation and
control of own charges.

apply epitactical layers, to form oxidic
insulation layers with ion implantation
and precipitation of polycrystalline
silicon and silicon nitride.

708735
Chip resistor in thin film techology
including manufacturing process. Roll

by roll production under application of
808756
Silent alarm
Alarm signal exclusively for one person.
Of special importance in caring for the

408749

Mobile reciever aerial
Extremely pliable rod aerial made of
monocrystal alloyed material for mobile
receivers, cg car radios, radiotelcphonic

HT ﬁlms and use of high vaccuum
processes. No waste products.

Application in all ﬁelds of electronic
equipment technology.

seriously ill, and also for shift workers.

8738
Chip capacitor Including
manufacturing process

208754

devices. Maximum length 600 mm, diameter

Electronic foot starter for household

1-5 mm. Aerial tested under extreme
conditions during a 2 year ﬁeld trial.

sewing machines

Remote controlled door activation.

the foot starter contains an adjustable
resistor which inﬂuences the control
electronics to obtain speed control. The
resistance characteristic of the slip ring
can be adapted to the customer’s
requirements.

508755

708738

8087“

Electronic control unit for television
cabinets

Acoustic cell system

Electronic drive technology

Mains-independent acoustic call system
(especially for bedridden patients);
Battery operated call system foregoes
the standard of conventional mains- .

precision drives for micrometre and
submicrometre range. A position

screw thread reluctance motor was

operated devices for the sake of

created which converts the rotational

Roll by roll production under
application of HT ﬁlms and use of high
vaccuum processes. No waste products.
Application i n all ﬁelds of electronic

equipment technology.

controlled linear drive on the basis of a-

'

motion of the rotary ﬁeld directly into

maximum reliability and availability.

Electronics in Action is pleased to offer its readers

Roy Kalawsky’s fascinating book - The Science of

'

Virtual Reality and Virtual Environments. This book
provides a wealth of material for those who require
a thorough scientific and engineering background
In Virtual Reality whether they be scientist,
engineer, student or layperson.

Professor Roy Kalawsky is head of the British
Aerospace Virtual Environment Laboratory
——¢_s___——.mm

1—Print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS

l
l

1 Address ..............................................

: .................................................... Postcode ...........'.............

i

Please send me ........ copy of The Science of Virtual
I Reality and Virtual Environments by Roy Kalawsky

i
i

”kl (Each copy costs £24.95 plus £3.00 postage and packing) l
t I enclose a cheque/postal order for

l

Please s e n d this form to:
i W! Book Offer, Electronics In Action

l
3 (+ £3.00 Postage & Packing)

PO Box 600, Berkhamsted. Herts. HP4 1 NL
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The realities of voice recognition
and its future implications
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realms of science fiction. However,

since its commercial introduction in
[990 and the development of PC power,
voice recognition for dictation and other
large vocabulary applications is now a
reality. This article discusses the
implications of this radical technology,
and Alltypes Business Computers are

leading the way forward by integrating
voice recognition for the majority of
today’s computer users Le. non typists,
into the ofﬁce environment.

Introduction
Excepting the introduction of certain
limited vocabulary systems in the 1980s,
the launch of general purpose large
vocabulary systems came in 1990 from
the American company, Dragon

Systems. The end product was a result of
extensive research and development led
by Jim and Janet Baker the company
founders.
DragonDictate now leads the market

alongside other speech recognition
products offered by companies such as
IBM. It is interesting to note that until
now, the speech recognition products
offered by IBM were derivatives of the
DragonDictate system, produced under
license. Since its introduction,

.

controlling a computer and or
generating text by means of the
spoken word has been conﬁned to the

M
»
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or many years, the concept of
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possibilities for the

recognition to a wider range of users,
Alltypes launched the Dragon 5.000
word Starter Edition at the end of 1993
for less than £1000.

The DragonDictate
system is a speaker
dependent, large
vocabulary dictation
system
The potential of the DragonDictate
products was realised during the early
stages of launch by John Mitchell,
Managing Director of Alltypes Business
Computers, who quickly sought to

represent Dragon Systems in the UK
through their trading division, AllVoice
Computing. The end result, is a winning
combination of the radical technological
advancements provided by the Dragon

management, and more specialist areas
such as medical and legal.

Applications
The obvious application of large
vocabulary speech recognition is in
word processing. The concept of being
able to produce and edit a document by
means of the spoken word is by far the
most exciting and obvious prospect.

Performing repetitious tasks also lends
itself to voice recognition and is
achieved by the use of “voice macros”

that command certain combinations of
keystrokes. These keystrokes are usually
associated with a relevant voice
command or utterance such as “Print

Document” to perform a printing
function or “Standard Contract" to call
up an entire contract document. Alltypes
are the current market leaders in this
area of voice recognition and provide a
library of voice commands, regular
phrases and even entire documents for

in 1993. The ﬁrst of these products,

speech Incognition engine and Alltypes‘
many years expertise in word processing
and ofﬁce automation. Alltypes has
integrated the Dragon system into a

word processing and associated
applications. Leading on from this, is
the integration of voice recognition with
other business applications such as

retained the original active vocabulary of

number of business applications

spreadsheets and databases.

30,000 words; however, in response to a

providing voice based solutions to not
just word processing but to document

The latter applications often go
against the principles of large

DragonDictate have introduced second
generation products into the marketplace

changing market and to provide speech

vocabulary voice recognition, in that
they usually only require a limited
vocabulary for operation. In this
situation, the “active” vocabulary is
limited to accommodate this. This is an
area of work that Alltypes also
specialises in.
Speech recognition has already
created Opportunities for people with
disabilities and is often solely
responsible for employment

combinations presented by the spoken
word. Combine this concept with the

rehabilitation, such as the recently

inconsistencies of human speech and

publicised RSI case of Simon Crosby, a
computer programmer, now working
again as a result of a speech recognition
system supplied by Alltypes.

The Technology
The DragonDictate system is a speaker
dependent, large vocabulary dictation
system. Following an initial 90 minute
tutorial, the user builds up a set of

exclusive “voice-ﬁles" which is
constantly changing according to the use
of English, the environment, and even
the changes in the users’ voice due to a
cold! In this situation, the system can be

conﬁgured to revert to “normal” use
following recovery or adapt back
automatically as the voice changes!
In order to examine the name of this
technology, one has to consider the
origins of speech recognition. In the
early 19603. A] pioneers realised the

potential of a computer system that you
could talk to. Initial ideas were based
around pattern matching, but it was
quickly realized that in order for any
computer type system to be able to deal

with human speech, the requirement was

on to work for Exxon and IBM. before

forming Dragon Systems. during which
time, they had rapidly built up a number
of patents from their work.
It is worth mentioning one of the
largest problems of speech recognition

not only that of a n acoustic template, but

that has been overcome by various

an intelligent model that represented all
the possible permutations and

research teams all of whom profess to
have arrived at the solution
independently. The problem was the

you will be some way towards

contemplating the problems facing the
pioneers in this work.

The theory of this technology is far

beyond the scope of this article, sufﬁce
to say that the responsibility lies with the
Russian mathematician Andrei Markov
who‘s work that commenced at the start
of the century, concentrated on the
probabilities of sequences of events.
His statistical methods have since been
applied in many fields that have required
an element of modelling. None more so
than in the ﬁeld of voice recognition
where, in the 19805, two research teams
- one under Fred Jelinek at IBM and Jim
and Janet Baker, then students at
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh
hit upon the idea of using Markov
Statistics in speech recognition at
roughly the same time. The Bakers went

variation of the speed at which words

are spoken. The technique that addresses
this problem is called dynamic time
warping. The result is an elastic word
model that can be shrunk or stretched in
order to accommodate a “best-fit” of the

word being spoken.
Current, second and third generation

Dragon products, based on the principles
described above, still rely on discrete

speech. That is to say, the user is
required to pause brieﬂy between each
word that is spoken into the system. The
pause is the cue that “kickstarts” the

Dragon recognition engine into action.
This is not as signiﬁcant a disadvantage
as it may ﬁrst seem. Users soon get used
to the system and are quickly exceeding
dictation speeds of 50 words per minute.
Although some might argue that a good
typist can type in excess of 100 wpm
this is not the critical measurement. This
comes from the consideration of

throughput. The traditional cycle of
dictation, typing, proof reading and
correction dramatically reduces the
ﬁgure quoted above whilst the
throughput speed of the speech
recognition system remains.
With all potential problems
seemingly addressed, later research has

resulted in advanced levels of Markov
modelling that takes into account, the
context of the speech. This is of
particular importance when dealing with
words such as to, too and two where

there is no audible difference in what is
being said. Third generations of Dragon
products will take into account what has
been said in choosing phrases such as
“too many” instead of i‘two many.”

176a 'llHdV
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Implementation
One might suggest that the upgrade to
voice recognition is achieved by means
of an installation of an expansion card
and relevant software. Certainly to
make a suitable PC, “voice-aware” this
is the case, but this is just the beginning.
We at Alltypes, are very conscientious
of the importance of the
implementation of voice
recognition for a new installation.
Current technology does not allow
for a “plug-in and go" type of
product. Although the strategy of
newer generation computer

resourced. The implementation of the
AllVoice DragonDictate system in these
areas, has alleviated some of the
workload and has resulted in improved
efﬁciency of document production, a
point of view that is often publicly
endorsed by clients.

beneﬁts for their organisation can be to
protect their IT strategy which
previously had not allowed for the
possibilities of direct document
production.

Resistance to change is sometimes

With advancements in this technology

demonstrated at the other end of the
company infrastructure, as senior
members of staff in legal and medical

areas often refuse to have a computer at
their desk, regarding it as a demotion, or

Society as a whole
could well see radical
changes as voice
recognition is
implemented in
public information
systems

The Future
over the last ﬁve years, the next ﬁve

should see voice recognition on all new
computers destined for the office. The
inevitable advent of continuous, large

vocabulary, speaker independent
systems will bring about a complete
change of culture in all aspects of
computing. The issues discussed above
will change, as certain roles in business
will require different skills.
Society as a whole could well see
radical changes as voice recognition is
implemented in public information
systems, telephone booking systems,
banks, etc. the possibilities are endless
and are only limited by our imagination
and the associated. and often dedicated,
research and development that goes in to
these systems.

products, is often to simply flood

the market, Alltypes and Dragon
recognises that this is currently
not a practical or viable method.
The recommendations of
Alltypes, for each and every

customer investing in voice
recognition technology, amount to
a minimum of two days training
for each new user. The resultant
added-value from this training,
can be equated to that of

implementing voice recognition in
the ﬁrst place. Indeed the two are
complementary.

The Psychology of
Change
Whilst Alltypes are selling

systems at a dramatically
increasing rate, there is still an inevitable
resistance to change with technology of
this kind. The very nature of this
technology would, to some, suggest a
means of replacement for the traditional

typist or secretary. Alltypes’ experience,
past and current, does not provide much
evidence to support this claim. In areas
such as legal practice, local government

and medicine. secretarial staff are often
shared and are consequently over

a task that is below them. By providing
voice, as the primary means of input,
Alltypes are able to offer an alternative
that provides a new status to the user,
often resulting in ﬁerce competition for
the use of the first system!

The other main hurdle curiously is
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